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From: FOI
Sent: 14 July 2021 16:37
To:
Subject: FOI 076-21 - Response

Dear , 
 

Our Ref: FOI-076-21 
 
Thank you for your email to the Electoral Commission dated 11 May 2021. 
 
The Commission aims to respond to requests for information promptly and regrets that is has not 
done so within the statutory timeframe. 
 
Please note that although we extended the initial response deadline (confirmed to you in our email 
of 4 June), it was decided that none of the documents we were considering releasing to you were 
exempt from disclosure and the public interest test does not apply. 
 
Your request is shown below followed by our response. 
 
Please could you send me the following information regarding the Independent Green Voice party: 
1. Any correspondence (internal and external including complaints) regarding Independent Green 
Voice from January 2020- 11 May 2021. 
2. Any documents, meeting notes or any other communication which references Independent 
Green Voice or Alistair McConnachie.  
3. And, details of complaints made regarding Independent Green Voice inclusive of January 2020-
11 May 2021 - how many complaints, what the complaints were regarding, what action the 
electoral commission has taken or plans to take.  
Please send the information as a PDF form if possible. 

 
Our response is as follows: 
 
We hold the information you have requested. 
 
Within the date range you specified the complaints team received 53 emails regarding the 
Independent Green Voice. All complaints received are considered in line with our published 
complaints policy. As per our complaints policy, disagreements about decisions made as part of 
our statutory role as registrar of political parties (e.g. the outcomes of applications to register a 
party name or emblems) do not fall within our complaints policy. Of those 53 emails received, 26 
raised matters that fell within our complaints policy and therefore will be dealt with via our 
complaints procedure. 
 
Please note that we have provided the requested information that was available up to the date the 
response was received, which was 11 May. 
 
We are releasing to you copies of the correspondence we have received. You will notice that 
certain personal details have been redacted from these documents. Section 40(2) of the Freedom 
of Information Act provides for an exemption where the information requested constitutes personal 
data as defined by the Data Protection Act 2018 (DPA), and where release of the information 
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requested would breach one of the data protection principles. Some of the information contained 
in the requested information falls within the description of personal data as defined by the DPA 
because the information relates directly to an identifiable living individual. This includes names 
and contact details of individuals in some instances.  

To access your documents you will need to use our secure document-sharing site, Objective 
Connect: 
 
You will receive an ‘Invitation to Objective Connect Email Notification’ (sent to the inbox of 

) This notification will contain a link to enable you to start accessing 
your information. Please find below details on how to access the specific area we have set up for 
your documents. 
 

1. Click on the link in the email.  
2. You will be prompted to set up your username and password. Your username will be your 

email address, and your password can be whatever you like.  
3. With your username and password, enter both details at the login screen and click ‘login’.  
4. You will now see your personal page, which will show the Share ‘FOI – 076-21’  
5. By clicking on the name of the share, you will find your documents.  
6. You may view any of these documents 
7. In addition you may download a copy to your personal computer by selecting the 

‘download’ option and then ‘save’.  
 
This service will be closed one month from our response date, this is the 14 August 2021 at 5pm. 
 
 
The Commission strives to be an open, transparent authority and I trust that this information 
satisfies your request.  

If you are not satisfied with this response, please note that the Commission operates a review 
procedure, details of which can be found on the Commission website at: 
https://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/freedom-information/make-a-freedom-information-
request.  

Please also note that if you have exhausted all internal Commission review procedures and you 
are still not satisfied you have the right to appeal to the Information Commissioner. Details of this 
procedure can be found on the ICO website: https://ico.org.uk/. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
Information Officer 
FOI@electoralcommission.org.uk 
 
The Electoral Commission 
electoralcommission.org.uk 
 









We are making good progress with our new online tool, Political Finance Online. The 
recent move to remote working has not impacted the project and we are still on track 
to roll it out in January 2021. The tool will make it quicker and easier for you to update 
registered details and to report financial information, making it even easier for you to 
comply with your statutory responsibilities. The tool will feature help text, reminders, 
guidance and pop up warnings, such as alerts for any donation under £500 which you 
report.

To make sure the tool is as user friendly as possible, we are extensively testing the 
system before it goes live.  We committed to building in efficiencies and will provide 
you with a user guide before the system launches.  If you have any questions, please 
contact Neil Tingay via pef@electoralcommission.org.uk. 

A review of the 2019 general election 

We have published our statutory report on the general election. It finds the poll 
was generally well-run, and that there were high levels of satisfaction with the 
processes of registering to vote and voting.

However, we also found evidence of challenges for the future, which should be 
addressed. Through our public opinion survey, a significant minority of nearly 
one in five people told us they were not confident in the way the election had 
been run, with the most common concerns relating to campaigning or the 
media. Through our survey of candidates, more than half of respondents (54%) 
said they had concerns about standing for election related to possible threats, 
abuse or intimidation. We also found that the significant strain under which 
electoral administration structures are operating is affecting the service 
received by voters, in some areas. 

Our report sets out a number of specific improvements that would support 
trust and confidence in election campaigns and make a real difference to 
voters, candidates and campaigners: 

1. Campaigners, candidates and political parties need to take greater 
responsibility for the presentation and content of campaigns they run and the 
impact of their activities on public confidence in elections.

2. Social media companies need to provide more detailed and accurate 
data about election campaigns and spending in ad libraries on their 
platforms so we and voters can see more information about who is 
campaigning.

3. Political parties and other campaigners, the UK Government and social media 
companies, working with the police and the Commission, must continue to take 
steps to tackle intimidation. It is vital that people are not discouraged from 
standing for election or campaigning because of the risk of abuse, threats or 
intimidation.

The report’s findings have been informed by research carried out with 
members of the public, campaigners, candidates, electoral administrators and 
police force representatives. 
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Read our full report and recommendations

A new tool to compare candidate spending at elections

We have launched a new interactive tool which allows people to view and compare 
how candidates spent money at the 2019 UK general election. The tool provides 
greater transparency into how candidates spent money to influence voters. It allows 
users to find and analyse information and is pre-loaded with searches for candidates 
who spent the most and the least, and who received the most in donations. Users can 
also input their own search criteria and compare spending by majority, largest spend 
without winning a seat, constituency size, and compare the spend of party leaders.  

Explore the data using our tool

2019 European Parliamentary elections spending returns

At the start of April we published the campaign spending returns of the eight political 
parties that spent over £250,000 during the 2019 European Parliamentary elections. 
Altogether, these parties reported spending of £11,471,082.  

Of these eight parties, five submitted spending reports which are missing information 
that would give voters a complete picture of their campaign spending. We are now 
considering this in line with our Enforcement Policy.

2019 electoral fraud data 

This month we published data on allegations of electoral fraud, covering all electoral 
events that took place in 2019. 

The data continues to show that the UK has low levels of proven electoral fraud; 585 
cases of alleged electoral fraud were investigated by the police during 2019. Of these, 
around half of cases resulted in no further action following an initial investigation, and 
188 cases were locally resolved by the police. 

Two cases led to a conviction, one for a nomination offence in Norfolk and one for 
using someone else’s vote at a polling station in West Yorkshire. One individual in 
West Mercia was given a police caution for using someone else’s vote.

As in previous years, more than half of all reported cases were campaigning offences. 
The majority of these were about campaigners not including an imprint on election 
material, or someone making false statements about the personal character or 
conduct of a candidate. 

Explore the full data

Codes of Practice on election spending

This week, we have presented the finalised Codes of Practice to the Minister of the 
Constitution and Devolution, ahead of them being laid before Parliament. To improve 
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etholiadau mis Mai, ein prif ffocws yw gweithio i gefnogi ymatebion i'r 
achosion coronafirws gan y Llywodraeth, gwleidyddion a'r gymuned etholiadol 
ehangach.   Rydym yn parhau i weithio ar ganfasio a chynllunio cofrestrau 
etholiadol blynyddol tuag at etholiadau ym mis Mai 2021, a darparu rhaglen 
gefnogaeth i gynorthwyo pleidiau ac ymgyrchwyr yn ogystal â phleidleiswyr a'r 
gymuned etholiadol. 

Rydym yn ymwybodol o effaith COVID-19 ar y gymuned reoledig. Fel y 
gwyddoch, daw dau ddyddiad cau statudol mawr ar gyfer cyflwyno data 
ariannol ddiwedd mis Ebrill: mae'r datganiadau cyfrifon ar gyfer partïon ac 
unedau cyfrifyddu sydd ag incwm o dan £250,000, ac adroddiadau rhoddion a 
benthyciadau ar gyfer chwarter un 2020, yn ddyledus heddiw. Rydym wedi bod 
yn gweithio gyda llawer ohonoch i ddeall unrhyw heriau rydych chi'n eu 
hwynebu wrth gyflawni'r terfynau amser hyn ac rydym wedi ymrwymo i ddod o 
hyd i atebion addas.  Rydym hefyd mewn cysylltiad â phleidiau, ynghylch y 
dyddiad cau ar 12 Mehefin, sef y dyddiad cau ar gyfer ffurflenni gwariant o 
dros £250,000 o etholiad cyffredinol 2019.  Rwy'n gobeithio y bydd y 
diweddariad hwn yn ddefnyddiol i chi. Os hoffech drafod unrhyw beth a 
gynhwysir yma, neu unrhyw fater arall sy'n ymwneud â'ch cyfrifoldebau 
cyfreithiol, cysylltwch â ni. 

Louise Edwards, Cyfarwyddwr Rheoleiddio

Cyllid Gwleidyddol Ar-lein 

Rydym yn gwneud cynnydd da gyda'n teclyn ar-lein newydd, "Political Finance 
Online". Nid yw'r sefyllfa diweddar o weithio o bell wedi effeithio ar y prosiect ac 
rydym yn dal i fod ar y trywydd iawn i'w gyflwyno ym mis Ionawr 2021. Bydd yr offeryn 
yn ei gwneud yn gyflymach ac yn haws i chi ddiweddaru manylion cofrestredig ac 
adrodd ar wybodaeth ariannol, gan ei gwneud hi'n haws fyth i chi gydymffurfio â'ch 
cyfrifoldebau statudol. Bydd yr offeryn yn cynnwys testun cymorth, nodiadau atgoffa, 
arweiniad a rhybuddion naid, fel rhybuddion am unrhyw rodd o dan £500 yr ydych 
chi'n eu hadrodd.

Er mwyn sicrhau bod yr offeryn mor hawdd ei ddefnyddio â phosibl, rydym yn profi'r 
system yn helaeth cyn iddi fynd yn fyw.  Rydym wedi ymrwymo i gynnwys 
effeithlonrwydd a byddwn yn darparu canllaw defnyddiwr i chi cyn i'r system lansio.  
Os oes gennych unrhyw gwestiynau, cysylltwch â Neil Tingay
pef@electoralcommission.org.uk.  

Adolygiad o etholiad cyffredinol 2019 

Rydym wedi cyhoeddi ein hadroddiad statudol ar yr etholiad cyffredinol. Mae'n 
dangos bod yr etholiad yn gyffredinol wedi cael ei redeg yn dda, a bod yno 
lefelau uchel o foddhad ar y broses o gofrestru i bleidleisio a phleidleisio ei 
hun.

Fodd bynnag, gwelsom hefyd dystiolaeth o heriau ar gyfer y dyfodol, y dylid 
mynd i'r afael â hwy.  Trwy ein harolwg barn gyhoeddus, dywedodd lleiafrif 
sylweddol o bron i un o bob pump o bobl wrthym nad oeddent yn hyderus yn y 
ffordd yr oedd yr etholiad wedi'i gynnal, gyda'r pryderon mwyaf cyffredin yn 
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ymwneud ag ymgyrchu neu'r cyfryngau. Trwy ein harolwg o ymgeiswyr, 
dywedodd mwy na hanner yr ymatebwyr (54%) fod ganddynt bryderon 
ynghylch sefyll mewn etholiad oherwydd pryderon am fygythiadau, 
camdriniaeth neu ddychryn posibl. Gwelsom hefyd fod y straen sylweddol y 
mae strwythurau gweinyddiaeth etholiadol yn gweithredu oddi tano yn effeithio 
ar y gwasanaeth a dderbynnir gan bleidleiswyr, mewn rhai meysydd. 

Mae ein hadroddiad yn nodi nifer o welliannau penodol a fyddai’n cefnogi 
ymddiriedaeth a hyder mewn ymgyrchoedd etholiadol ac yn gwneud 
gwahaniaeth gwirioneddol i bleidleiswyr, ymgeiswyr ac ymgyrchwyr: 

4. Mae angen i ymgyrchwyr, ymgeiswyr a phleidiau gwleidyddol gymryd mwy o 
gyfrifoldeb am gyflwyniad a chynnwys yr ymgyrchoedd mae nhw'n eu cynnal 
ac effaith eu gweithgareddau ar hyder y cyhoedd mewn etholiadau.

5. Mae angen i gwmnïau cyfryngau cymdeithasol ddarparu data manylach a 
chywir am ymgyrchoedd etholiadol a gwariant mewn llyfrgelloedd 
hysbysebu ar eu platfformau fel y gallwn ni a phleidleiswyr weld mwy o 
wybodaeth am bwy sy'n ymgyrchu.

6. Rhaid i bleidiau gwleidyddol ac ymgyrchwyr eraill, Llywodraeth y DU a 
chwmnïau cyfryngau cymdeithasol, gan weithio gyda'r heddlu a'r Comisiwn, 
barhau i gymryd camau i fynd i'r afael â bygwth. Mae'n hanfodol nad yw pobl 
yn cael eu hannog i beidio â sefyll mewn etholiad neu ymgyrchu oherwydd y 
risg o gam-drin, bygythiadau neu ddychryn.

Mae canfyddiadau'r adroddiad wedi cael eu llywio gan ymchwil a gynhaliwyd 
gydag aelodau o'r cyhoedd, ymgyrchwyr, ymgeiswyr, gweinyddwyr etholiadol, 
a chynrychiolwyr yr heddlu. 

Darllenwch ein hadroddiad llawn a'n hargymhellion   

Teclyn newydd o weld a chymharu gwariant ymgeiswyr 
mewn etholiadau

Rydym wedi lansio teclyn rhyngweithiol newydd sy'n caniatáu i bobl weld a chymharu 
sut y gwariodd ymgeiswyr arian yn etholiad cyffredinol 2019 y DU. Mae'r offeryn yn 
darparu mwy o dryloywder o ran sut y gwariodd ymgeiswyr arian i ddylanwadu ar 
bleidleiswyr. Mae'n caniatáu i ddefnyddwyr ddod o hyd i wybodaeth a'i dadansoddi ac 
mae wedi'i lwytho ymlaen llaw gyda chwiliadau am ymgeiswyr a wariodd y mwyaf a'r 
lleiaf, ac a dderbyniodd y mwyaf mewn rhoddion. Gall defnyddwyr hefyd fewnbynnu 
eu meini prawf chwilio eu hunain a chymharu gwariant yn ôl mwyafrif, gwariant mwyaf 
heb ennill sedd, maint etholaeth, a chymharu gwariant arweinwyr plaid.  

Archwiliwch y data gan ddefnyddio ein teclyn 

Ffurflenni gwariant etholiadau Seneddol Ewropeaidd 2019
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Ar ddechrau mis Ebrill gwnaethom gyhoeddi enillion gwariant ymgyrch o'r wyth plaid 
wleidyddol a wariodd dros £250,000 yn ystod etholiadau Seneddol Ewropeaidd 2019. 
At ei gilydd, nododd y partïon hyn wariant o £11,471,082. 

O'r wyth plaid hyn, fe wnaeth pump plaid gyflwyno adroddiadau gwariant sydd ddim 
gyda'r holl wybodaeth a fyddai'n rhoi darlun cyflawn o wariant ymgyrchu i 
bleidleiswyr. Rydym nawr yn ystyried hyn yn unol â'n Polisi Gorfodi.

Data twyll etholiadol 2019 

Y mis hwn gwnaethom gyhoeddi data ar honiadau o dwyll etholiadol, gan gwmpasu'r 
holl ddigwyddiadau etholiadol a gynhaliwyd yn 2019. 

Mae'r data yn parhau i ddangos bod gan y DU lefelau isel o dwyll etholiadol profedig; 
cafodd 585 o achosion o dwyll etholiadol honedig eu hymchwilio gan yr heddlu yn 
ystod 2019. O'r rhain, ni arweiniodd tua hanner yr achosion at unrhyw gamau pellach 
yn dilyn ymchwiliad cychwynnol, a datryswyd 188 o achosion yn lleol gan yr heddlu. 

Arweiniodd dau achos at gollfarn, un am drosedd enwebu yn Norfolk ac un am 
ddefnyddio pleidlais rhywun arall mewn gorsaf bleidleisio yng Ngorllewin Swydd 
Efrog. Cafodd un unigolyn yng Ngorllewin Mercia rybudd gan yr heddlu am 
ddefnyddio pleidlais rhywun arall.

Fel mewn blynyddoedd blaenorol, roedd mwy na hanner yr holl achosion yr 
adroddwyd arnynt yn droseddau ymgyrchu. Roedd y mwyafrif o'r rhain yn ymwneud 
ag ymgyrchwyr nad oeddent yn cynnwys argraffnod ar ddeunydd etholiad, neu rywun 
yn gwneud datganiadau ffug am gymeriad personol neu ymddygiad ymgeisydd. 

Archwiliwch y data llawn 

Codau Ymarfer gwariant etholiadol

Yr wythnos hon, rydym wedi cyflwyno'r Codau Ymarfer terfynol i'r Gweinidog 
Cyfansoddiad a Datganoli, cyn iddynt gael eu gosod gerbron y Senedd. Er mwyn 
gwella eglurder ac effeithiolrwydd y Codau, fe'u diweddarwyd yn dilyn adborth pellach 
gan y Llywodraeth a chan bleidiau gwleidyddol. 
Bydd y Codau yn egluro i ymgeiswyr, eu hasiantau a'u pleidiau gwleidyddol pa 
eitemau o wariant sy'n cyfrif tuag at y terfynau gwariant sydd i'w hadrodd; pryd y dylid 
adrodd ar wariant mewn ffurflen ymgeisydd neu ffurflen plaid; a sut i adrodd gwariant, 
gan gynnwys ar ymgyrchu digidol. 
Os cânt eu cymeradwyo gan y Senedd eleni byddai'r Codau wedyn yn berthnasol i 
ymgeiswyr mewn etholiadau yn 2021 a'r blynyddoedd dilynol, ac i bleidiau yn etholiad 
nesaf Cynulliad Gogledd Iwerddon ac etholiad cyffredinol Seneddol y DU yn 2024. 
Cyn bo hir, byddwn yn cyflwyno Codau i Gymru i Gynulliad Cenedlaethol Cymru, ac fe 
lansiwyd ymgynghoriad ar Godau’r Alban yr wythnos diwethaf sydd yn cau ar 15 
Gorffennaf 2020. Mae cynnwys y Codau hynny yr un peth â Chodau'r DU, heblaw am 
agweddau sy'n disgrifio'r systemau rhestrau pleidiau a'r ddwy bleidlais y mae 
pleidleiswyr yn eu bwrw yn yr etholiadau hynny. Y bwriad yw eu cyflwyno mewn pryd i 
wneud cais i etholiadau Senedd yr Alban a Chynulliad Cenedlaethol Cymru ym mis 
Mai 2021. Ar ôl eu deddfu, bydd y Codau hyn yn yr un modd yn gwella tryloywder, 
tegwch, ac yn cefnogi hyder pleidleiswyr yng nghyllid ymgyrch wleidyddol.
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From:
Sent: 10 May 2021 17:25
To:
Subject: RE: FOI 069-21 - Request from a journalist

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Thanks! 
 

From:   
Sent: 10 May 2021 17:05 
To:   
Subject: FW: FOI 069-21 - Request from a journalist 
 
FYI 
 

From: FOI <FOI@electoralcommission.org.uk>  
Sent: 10 May 2021 17:04 
To: Niki Nixon <NNixon@electoralcommission.org.uk> 
Cc: @electoralcommission.org.uk> 
Subject: RE: FOI 069-21 - Request from a journalist 
 
Sure, I will add a note  
Thanks 
 

 
 

From: Niki Nixon <NNixon@electoralcommission.org.uk>  
Sent: 10 May 2021 13:11 
To: FOI <FOI@electoralcommission.org.uk> 
Cc: @electoralcommission.org.uk> 
Subject: RE: FOI 069-21 - Request from a journalist 
 
Thanks  could  see the response before it is issued?  
Thanks, Niki 
 

From: FOI <FOI@electoralcommission.org.uk>  
Sent: 10 May 2021 12:57 
To: Niki Nixon <NNixon@electoralcommission.org.uk> 
Subject: FW: FOI 069-21 - Request from a journalist 
 
Hi Niki, 
 
The FOI request below has come from a journalist. Do you want to see the response before it’s 
issued? 
 
Also, this is the second request we’ve received about Independent Green Voice; I just wanted to 
give you a heads-up, although you’re probably already aware of any media interest. 
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Regards 
 

 
 
Information Officer 
FOI@electoralcommission.org.uk 
 
The Electoral Commission 
electoralcommission.org.uk 
 

From: FOI <FOI@electoralcommission.org.uk>  
Sent: 10 May 2021 12:52 
To: Majella La Praik <MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk> 
Subject: FOI 069-21 - Request referral 
 
Hi Maj, 
 
FOI 069-21 
 
The Commission has received the following FOI request: 
 
I would be grateful if you could send me the formal documentation and any recorded 
correspondence that relates to the following:  
 
1. The registration and approval of Independent Green Voice: 
http://search.electoralcommission.org.uk/Registrations/PP293 
 
2. The registration and approval of the updated emblem, your ref: Emblem id 7782 
 
3. The registration and approval of the updated description: "Independent Green Voice - Organic, 
Local, Democratic." 
 
4. The number, if any, of complaints or enquiries received by the Electoral Commission regarding 
the Independent Green Voice participation in the most recent Scottish Parliamentary election and 
the potential for confusion with the Scottish Green Party.  
 
 
For information, here is a link to the FOI policy and procedure. 
 
You have been identified as the MT member responsible for preparing the response and ensuring 
that it is sent out to the requester as soon as possible and within the 20 working days statutory 
deadline for FOI requests. For this request the 20 working day deadline falls on 8 June 2021 but 
we should aim to get the response out in advance of that date if possible.  
 
If you are not the right MT member to lead on this request, it is your responsibility to pass 
on the request to that person as a matter of urgency. 
 
Please update the FOI log every Friday with details of the progress in responding to the request. 
This should include the risk level and who is involved in preparing the response.  

 If Third Party consultation is required, please ensure that this is done at the earliest 
opportunity, preferably by the end of day 3. This will ensure little hold up in made in 
preparing the response. 

 If you decide that this FOI is deemed high risk, please inform me as soon as possible so 
that we can plan a realistic schedule to meet the deadline. 
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Please insert your answer to the request into this relevant response template. Once the draft has 
been completed, and approved if it is a higher risk request, please send it to the Information 
Management team who will send the response out to the requester. 
 
All emails and documents that need to be retained as a record of the Commission’s actions in 
responding to the request should be stored in this folder: 
http://skynet/dm/Functions/IM/FOIDataSet/FOI-069-21.  
 
As MT lead for this request, is your responsibility to ensure that they are there ready for review in 
the event of a request for internal review of an FOI response, or a request for information from the 
Information Commissioner’s Office. A list setting out your responsibilities can be found here.  
 
Please set the risk of this FOI by reviewing the following guidance. Once you have determined the 
risk level please email FOI@electoralcommission.org.uk.  
 
Please get back to me with any questions. 
 
Regards 
 

 
 
Information Officer 
FOI@electoralcommission.org.uk 
 
The Electoral Commission 
electoralcommission.org.uk 
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From: Bob Posner
Sent: 10 May 2021 17:13
To: Louise Edwards; Andy O'Neill; Majella La Praik
Subject: RE: Scottish Green Party 

Thanks Louise. That is very helpful. 
 
To briefly put the case for a substantive reason forward - The Independent Green Voice Party very 
recently registered an emblem with the word ‘green’ in large bold capitals. I can see why they 
can/could do that, but it does feed into a possible arguable view of deliberately seeking to confuse 
voters with the better known Scottish Green Party. I note that the Independent Green Voice 
Party’s previous and long-standing registered emblems have not in any way made such 
emphasis. Contrast the Scottish Green Party have a long-standing emblem with such emphasis. 
 
However, I also see that the above does not mean that voters were actually confused or misled. 
The question is whether based on track record and current contexts it is credible that those who 
voted for Independent Green Voice (or a number of them) did so with that intent as opposed to the 
Scottish Green Party? 
 
Sorry to push on this one, but we should reflect on what happened and if we have a concern. 
Andy, welcome your thoughts too. 
 
Bob 
 
 
Bob Posner  
Chief Executive 
 
The Electoral Commission 
020 7271 0605 
electoralcommission.org.uk  
 
PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
This message is confidential and intended only for the person to whom it is addressed. It may contain 
privileged and confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient you must not read, copy, 
distribute, discuss or take any action in reliance upon it. If you have received this information in error, 
please destroy it and inform me as soon as possible. Thank you. 
 
 

From: Louise Edwards  
Sent: 10 May 2021 16:00 
To: Bob Posner ; Andy O'Neill  
Cc: Majella La Praik  
Subject: RE: Scottish Green Party  
 
Hi Bob 
 
We’ll keep this under review if substantive reasons are put forward or we identify such reasons to 
justify an internal review, but at the moment we’re comfortable that the identity marks of the two 
parties are sufficiently and significantly different to make this not even a borderline case. The only 
cross-over is the word ‘Green’, which is a word shared by four party names in GB alone, and by 
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21 parties if you include descriptions. The names and emblems are otherwise very different. You 
can see their register entries here: 
 
Independent Green Voice: http://search.electoralcommission.org.uk/English/Registrations/PP293  
 
Scottish Green Party: http://search.electoralcommission.org.uk/English/Registrations/PP130  
 
Our current media line is below.  has been taking most of the calls and reports that 
the journalists she has spoken to are understanding the point we make. As always, Comms will 
keep monitoring the situation to see how our explanation is being received.  

“We assess all applications for party names and emblems against the criteria set out in law, 
including the requirement to ensure that in our opinion voters would not likely be confused 
between two parties as a result of how their identity marks look on a ballot paper. If a party’s 
application meets the legal criteria it must be registered. As part of our assessment process we 
invite comments from the public and other parties.  

There are over 400 parties currently registered with the Commission and inevitably there are 
instances where the same words are used by more than one party. No concerns were raised with 
us in relation to this application to add an emblem to a long-registered party. There were no 
previously registered emblems that were visually similar such as was likely to cause confusion. 
We are satisfied that there are clear and sufficient differences between the two party’s registered 
names, descriptions and emblems to avoid confusion.” 

To be given as background: 
 
The Commission is responsible for registering political parties. When we receive an application, the 
Commission assesses whether the party’s application and identify marks meet the criteria set out in 
electoral law, as well as legal obligations under equality laws. If it does, it must be registered. As part of the 
assessment process, we publish the party’s identity marks so members of the public can comment on 
them. 
 
Once registered, a party’s name, description and emblem can appear on the ballot paper. Our records 
show the Independent Green Voice has been registered since 2003.  

 
I hope this helps and happy to discuss. 
 
Thanks 
 
Louise 
 

From: Bob Posner  
Sent: 10 May 2021 15:47 
To: Louise Edwards <LEdwards@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Andy O'Neill <aoneill@electoralcommission.org.uk> 
Subject: Scottish Green Party  
 
Hi Louise, Andy, 
 
I see the Scottish Green Party are concerned about the party named ‘Independent Green Voice’ 
and its emblem, their assertion I think being that the quite high number of votes cast for the 
Independent Green Voice’ was by reason of voter confusion with the Scottish Green Party. And do 
they imply this may have resulted in the Scottish Green Party not winning an extra regional list 
seat? 
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I expect you both have all this in hand already and I have no idea of the facts here, but whatever 
stance and past or recent decisions we have taken related to this matter, should we get an 
internal prompt objective review done to make absolutely sure the position on registrations is what 
we would want? 
 
Thanks 
 
Bob 
 
Bob Posner  
Chief Executive 
 
The Electoral Commission 
020 7271 0605 
electoralcommission.org.uk  
 
PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
This message is confidential and intended only for the person to whom it is addressed. It may contain 
privileged and confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient you must not read, copy, 
distribute, discuss or take any action in reliance upon it. If you have received this information in error, 
please destroy it and inform me as soon as possible. Thank you. 
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From:
Sent: 10 May 2021 15:43
To: Andy O'Neill; 
Subject: Independent Green Voice

Interesting that they share the same office space, or building at least, as A Force for Good – a pro 
union campaign group. Coincidence perhaps. 
 

 
Senior Elections and Campaigners Adviser  
 
The Electoral Commission 
Tel. 0131 225 0210 
electoralcommission.org.uk 
 
 
 
 
 





-----Original Message-----
From: Alistair McConnachie < > 
Sent: 26 February 2021 11:18
To: Infoscotland <Infoscotland@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: Publication of Candidate Home Addresses

Dear Electoral Commission

PUBLICATION OF HOME ADDRESS

I am the Leader of registered party Independent Green Voice. We may be standing at the 
Scottish Election on 6th May.

I would like to confirm – for the benefit of my candidates – that I understand the following 
properly, regarding the publication of Home Addresses.

I am interpreting your information from the document here:

https://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/i-am-a/candidate-or-agent/scottish-parliamentary-
elections

entitled "Guidance for Candidates and Agents: Part 2b of 6 Standing at the Regional 
Election", particularly Section 1.112 "Inspection of Nomination Forms" (page 29).

Am I correct in understanding that:

1. While it is necessary for the Candidate to submit one's Home Address on the nomination 
form, this address will NOT be made public by the Electoral Commission. Is this correct?

2. The only way in which one's Home Address is likely to become known to another person 
outside of the Electoral Commission, is if a Candidate, Nominating Officer, or an Election 
Agent, from any another Party (or independent candidate) requests to see one's nomination 
form within one week of the close of nominations – that is as you say, "twenty three working 
days before the poll" (1.116). Is this correct?

3. If the latter is correct, may I ask – for what reasons would such people be allowed to see 
such information? Presumably the person has to give a valid reason to want to see such 
information - rather than just pitching up and saying "I want to know where that guy lives".

Thanks for any assurances you can offer here.

Yours faithfully
Alistair McConnachie
Leader, Independent Green Voice





  

3 Bunhill Row 
London EC1Y 8YZ 

Tel: 020 7271 0500 
info@electoralcommission.org.uk 

electoralcommission.org.uk 

 

 
Owen Thompson MP 
House of Commons 
London 
SW1A 0AA 

Your ref: OT4868 

14 May 2021 

 

Dear Mr Thompson, 

RE: Independent Green Voice 

Thank you for your letter dated 11 May 2021 regarding Independent Green Voice. Bob 
Posner has asked me to respond on his behalf.  

As you rightly note, when the Commission receives an application to register as a political 
party, we assess whether the party’s application and identify marks meet the criteria set 
out in electoral law, as well as legal obligations under equality laws.  

The legal criteria for assessing applications for party names and emblems includes the 
requirement to ensure that voters would not likely be confused with already registered 
parties in the same part of the register, or misled as to the effect of their vote as a result of 
how their identity marks look on a ballot paper. If a party’s application meets the legal 
criteria it must be registered.  

The ‘mislead’ test is about the experience of the voter in the polling booth: whether a voter 
would be likely to mark the ballot paper in a way they did not intend. The law does not 
require a party’s name or emblem to reflect or symbolise its policies or the views of any of 
its members.  

Independent Green Voice was registered as a political party in 2003, and applied to add a 
new emblem earlier this year. As part of our assessment process we invite comments 
from the public and other parties, and publish on our website a list of names, descriptions 
and emblems which we are currently considering as part of our assessment process. We 
published details of this application to add a new emblem on 12 February 2021. No 
concerns were raised with us in public comments and after a careful assessment process 
we authorised the application to register the emblem on 23 March.  

Visually, the names and emblems of the Scottish Green Party and the Independent Green 
Voice are significantly different. The only cross-over is the word ‘Green’. There are over 
400 parties currently registered with the Commission and inevitably there are instances 
where the same words are used by more than one party. There are multiple parties, for 



example, whose identity marks feature prominently words such as ‘democratic’ or variants 
on it. In this instance, as the other words in the two parties’ names and the visual motifs in 
their respective emblems are not the same, we are satisfied that there are clear and 
sufficient differences between the two parties’ registered names, descriptions and 
emblems to avoid likely confusion. 

I hope this information is helpful. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Louise Edwards 
Director of Regulation 
 

 



From:
To:
Subject: FW: FOI 069-21 - Request referral
Date: 11 May 2021 10:58:53

Hi 
I have essentially just put all of the emails on the topic within a folder in the
complaints inbox at this stage. Given the volumes I haven’t logged the
correspondence on the complaints log on Skynet yet.
Cheers,

Senior Adviser, Performance and Insight
The Electoral Commission

electoralcommission.org.uk
From: @electoralcommission.org.uk> 
Sent: 11 May 2021 10:57
To: @electoralcommission.org.uk>; Complaints
<complaints@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Majella La Praik
<MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Cc: FOI <FOI@electoralcommission.org.uk>; 

@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE: FOI 069-21 - Request referral
Hi 
I can confirm that I have been forwarding all of the correspondence regarding this
issue to the Party Reg inbox.
Thanks,

From:  
Sent: 11 May 2021 10:53
To: Complaints <complaints@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Majella La Praik
<MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Cc: FOI <FOI@electoralcommission.org.uk>; 

@electoralcommission.org.uk>; @electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE: FOI 069-21 - Request referral
Thanks all,
Again, I will ask  to lead on this response. I think the request is sufficiently
clear (subject to a bit of interpretation on our part about what ‘formal
documentation’ means), but give us a shout if this isn’t clear. It’s possible that we
no longer have access to registration documents from 2003, but worth checking
this anway.
I suggest making a case for all the public correspondence we’ve received on this
so it’s easier to count what’s in our inbox so far on this.

 – I know you’ve been forwarding stuff onto us from Public Info – can you
confirm that you are sending everything to us, so we don’t need to check with you
how much stuff relating to this is sat with you?

 – cheers for the info. I don’t think we need it at this stage, but is all your
correspondence tracked to a case as well?
Thanks



From: Complaints 
Sent: 11 May 2021 09:29
To: Majella La Praik <MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk>; 

@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Cc: FOI <FOI@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Complaints
<complaints@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE: FOI 069-21 - Request referral
Hi 
As of the end of yesterday 10th May the complaint inbox had received 209
complaints about the Independent Green Voice’s name and causing potential
voter confusion with the Scottish Green Party.
I am not sure of the numbers of enquiries that Public info received but Mark should
be able to advise to cover off part 4 of the request.
Cheers,

Senior Adviser, Performance and Insight
The Electoral Commission

electoralcommission.org.uk
From: Majella La Praik <MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk> 
Sent: 10 May 2021 20:09
To: @electoralcommission.org.uk>
Cc: FOI <FOI@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Complaints
<complaints@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: FW: FOI 069-21 - Request referral
Hi  – one for your team with input from complaints on number 4. Shout if I
can help!
Ta,
Maj
From: FOI 
Sent: 10 May 2021 12:52
To: Majella La Praik <MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: FOI 069-21 - Request referral
Hi Maj,
FOI 069-21
The Commission has received the following FOI request:
I would be grateful if you could send me the formal documentation and any
recorded correspondence that relates to the following:
1. The registration and approval of Independent Green Voice:
http://search.electoralcommission.org.uk/Registrations/PP293
2. The registration and approval of the updated emblem, your ref: Emblem id 7782
3. The registration and approval of the updated description: "Independent Green
Voice - Organic, Local, Democratic."
4. The number, if any, of complaints or enquiries received by the Electoral
Commission regarding the Independent Green Voice participation in the most
recent Scottish Parliamentary election and the potential for confusion with the
Scottish Green Party.
For information, here is a link to the FOI policy and procedure.
You have been identified as the MT member responsible for preparing the



response and ensuring that it is sent out to the requester as soon as possible and
within the 20 working days statutory deadline for FOI requests. For this request
the 20 working day deadline falls on 8 June 2021 but we should aim to get the
response out in advance of that date if possible.
If you are not the right MT member to lead on this request, it is your
responsibility to pass on the request to that person as a matter of urgency.
Please update the FOI log every Friday with details of the progress in responding
to the request. This should include the risk level and who is involved in preparing
the response.

· If Third Party consultation is required, please ensure that this is done at the
earliest opportunity, preferably by the end of day 3. This will ensure little
hold up in made in preparing the response.

· If you decide that this FOI is deemed high risk, please inform me as soon as
possible so that we can plan a realistic schedule to meet the deadline.

Please insert your answer to the request into this relevant response template.
Once the draft has been completed, and approved if it is a higher risk request,
please send it to the Information Management team who will send the response
out to the requester.
All emails and documents that need to be retained as a record of the
Commission’s actions in responding to the request should be stored in this folder:
http://skynet/dm/Functions/IM/FOIDataSet/FOI-069-21.
As MT lead for this request, is your responsibility to ensure that they are there
ready for review in the event of a request for internal review of an FOI response,
or a request for information from the Information Commissioner’s Office. A list
setting out your responsibilities can be found here.
Please set the risk of this FOI by reviewing the following guidance. Once you have
determined the risk level please email FOI@electoralcommission.org.uk.
Please get back to me with any questions.
Regards

Information Officer
FOI@electoralcommission.org.uk
The Electoral Commission
electoralcommission.org.uk



From:
To: Complaints
Cc: Majella La Praik
Subject: FW: Independent Green Voice - draft lines
Date: 10 May 2021 16:55:26

Hi  – for info.
Maj, also for info – a large number of emails have come through to Complaints on this topic (  mentioned at least 166
in the past couple of days). I have suggested a mail merge response should be fine using the agreed lines below.
Thanks

From:  
Sent: 10 May 2021 13:57
To: Louise Edwards ; Niki Nixon ; Majella La Praik ; Andy O'Neill 
Cc:  
Subject: RE: Independent Green Voice - draft lines
Perfect – thanks both and also to the registration team. I’ve spoken to two separate journalists now (Guardian & Scotsman) and both seem happy
with my explanation to our approach in this case.

From: Louise Edwards 
Sent: 10 May 2021 13:28
To: Niki Nixon <NNixon@electoralcommission.org.uk>; @electoralcommission.org.uk>; Majella La Praik
<MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Andy O'Neill <aoneill@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Cc: @electoralcommission.org.uk>; @electoralcommission.org.uk>; 

@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE: Independent Green Voice - draft lines
Hi
Some suggested tweaks from me, incorporating Niki’s changes. I want to make it clear that it isn’t just about people raising
concerns with us. We looked too and all was fine.
Does the below work?
Very minor suggestion in  draft, which I agree hits the spot.
Thanks
Louise
From: Niki Nixon 
Sent: 10 May 2021 13:22
To: @electoralcommission.org.uk>; Majella La Praik <MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Andy O'Neill
<aoneill@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Louise Edwards <LEdwards@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Cc: @electoralcommission.org.uk>; @electoralcommission.org.uk>; 

@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE: Independent Green Voice - draft lines
Hi 
Suggest the following edit to make clear that it is not just differences in emblem that we check and rely upon to differentiate
parties:
There are over 400 parties currently registered with the Commission and inevitably there are instances where the same
words are used by more than one party. We are satisfied that there are clear and sufficient differences between the two
party’s registered names, descriptions and emblems to avoid confusion.”
From: @electoralcommission.org.uk> 
Sent: 10 May 2021 13:17
To: Majella La Praik <MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Andy O'Neill <aoneill@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Louise Edwards
<LEdwards@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Cc: @electoralcommission.org.uk>; @electoralcommission.org.uk>; Niki Nixon
<NNixon@electoralcommission.org.uk>; @electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE: Independent Green Voice - draft lines
Thanks Maj
I think  response is pretty perfect and covers the concerns raised by journalists as well as the public. In regard to a
press line can you give me your thoughts on the following:

Proposed line

“We assess all applications for party names and emblems against the criteria set out in law, including the requirement to
ensure that in our opinion voters would not likely be confused between two parties as a result of how their identity marks look
on a ballot paper. If a party’s application meets the legal criteria it must be registered. As part of our assessment process we
invite comments from the public and other parties.

There are over 400 parties currently registered with the Commission and inevitably there are instances where the same
words are used by more than one party. No concerns were raised with us in relation to this application to add an emblem to
a long-registered party. There were no previously registered emblems that were visually similar such as was likely to cause
confusion. We are satisfied that there are clear and sufficient differences between the two party’s registered names,
descriptions and emblems to avoid confusion.”

To be given as background:
The Commission is responsible for registering political parties. When we receive an application, the Commission assesses whether
the party’s application and identify marks meet the criteria set out in electoral law, as well as legal obligations under equality laws. If it
does, it must be registered. As part of the assessment process, we publish the party’s identity marks so members of the public can
comment on them.
Once registered, a party’s name, description and emblem can appear on the ballot paper. Our records show the Independent Green
Voice has been registered since 2003.



Grateful for views asap.
Thanks

From: Majella La Praik 
Sent: 10 May 2021 12:59
To: Andy O'Neill <aoneill@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Louise Edwards <LEdwards@electoralcommission.org.uk>; 

@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Cc: @electoralcommission.org.uk>; @electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: Independent Green Voice - draft lines
Hi all,

 has helpfully put together some text that we could use to draw lines from on this matter. Here’s the text for your review (it’s split into parts based on issue)
http //skynet/dm/Functions/PEFreg/Correspondence/2021-05-10-Independent%20Green%20Voice.docx?web=1
Once we’re happy with the principles perhaps  could work up a press line?
For reference here is the assessment
http //skynet/dm/Functions/PEFreg/ layouts/15/WopiFrame.aspx?sourcedoc={f879b804-3528-4554-a506-
4b2e64269f44}&action=view&source=http%3A%2F%2Fskynet%2Fdm%2FFunctions%2FPEFreg%2FNew%2520Applications%2FForms%2FDefault%2520view%2Easpx
Ta,
Maj
Majella La Praik
Head of Registration and Reporting
The Electoral Commission
020 7271 0693
electoralcommission.org.uk



From:
To:
Subject: FW: Letter from Owen Thompson MP regarding Independent Green Voice
Date: 21 May 2021 10:22:18

This should help!

From:  
Sent: 17 May 2021 10:13
To: Craig Westwood ; Louise Edwards ; Niki Nixon 
Cc:  
Subject: RE: Letter from Owen Thompson MP regarding Independent Green Voice
Hi all,
Just to confirm, this letter was signed and sent to Owen Thompson MP on Friday.
Thank you for your input and reviews.
Best wishes,

From: Craig Westwood <CWestwood@electoralcommission.org.uk> 
Sent: 14 May 2021 12:05
To: @electoralcommission.org.uk>
Cc: Niki Nixon <NNixon@electoralcommission.org.uk>; 

@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE: Letter from Owen Thompson MP regarding Independent Green Voice
Thanks  – looks good, one very small edit marked.
Craig
From: @electoralcommission.org.uk> 
Sent: 14 May 2021 11:27
To: Craig Westwood <CWestwood@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Cc: Niki Nixon <NNixon@electoralcommission.org.uk>; 

@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE: Letter from Owen Thompson MP regarding Independent Green Voice
Hi Craig,
We’ve had a letter in from Owen Thompson MP regarding Independent Green
Voice.
I have drafted a response, with input from Maj and  Before Louise signs this
off, I wondered if you could please review the letter and let me know if you would
like any changes?

 and Louise have had a separate discussion about whether we might want
to add further detail on our decision, when explaining this to some stakeholders.
I’ve left that for Louise to advise on, but would be grateful for any thoughts or
comments you might have in the meantime.
Best wishes,

From: @electoralcommission.org.uk> 
Sent: 11 May 2021 19:16
To: Craig Westwood <CWestwood@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Bob Posner
<BPosner@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Louise Edwards
<LEdwards@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Majella La Praik
<MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Niki Nixon <NNixon@electoralcommission.org.uk>;



@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Andy O'Neill
<aoneill@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Ailsa Irvine <airvine@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Cc: Public Affairs Team <PublicAffairsTeam@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: FW: Letter from Owen Thompson MP regarding Independent Green Voice
Hi all,
We’ve had a letter in from Owen Thompson regarding Independent Green Voice.
I am on leave tomorrow, but  will circulate a template letter in the morning and
work on a draft with regulation colleagues and Andy/
I have acknowledged receipt.
Best wishes,

From: Owen Thompson MP <Owen.Thompson.MP@parliament.uk> 
Sent: 11 May 2021 16:55
To: @electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: Letter from Owen Thompson MP (Case Ref: OT4868)
Good afternoon,

Please find attached a letter from Owen Thompson MP for the attention of Mr Posner.

Yours sincerely,

Parliamentary Assistant to Owen Thompson MP
Member of the Westminster Parliament for Midlothian & SNP Deputy Chief Whip

Sign up for Owen's newsletter: http://owenthompson.scot/newsletter/ 

Constituency Office | 0131 285 8283 |106 High Street, Dalkeith, Midlothian, EH22 1HZ
Westminster | 0207 219 3935 |3.5 Speakers House, House of Commons, London, SW1A 0AA



From: Majella La Praik
To:
Cc:
Subject: FW: Scottish Green Party
Date: 12 May 2021 09:00:59

Hi  – can you please make sure this is logged as described by Louise in her
email?
Ta,
Maj
From: Bob Posner 
Sent: 11 May 2021 15:36
To: Louise Edwards ; Andy O'Neill ; Majella La Praik 
Subject: RE: Scottish Green Party
Thanks Louise. And Andy.
I agree with the position outlined by Louise.
Bob
Bob Posner
Chief Executive
The Electoral Commission
020 7271 0605
electoralcommission.org.uk
PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This message is confidential and intended only for the person to whom it is addressed.
It may contain privileged and confidential information. If you are not the intended
recipient you must not read, copy, distribute, discuss or take any action in reliance upon
it. If you have received this information in error, please destroy it and inform me as soon
as possible. Thank you.
From: Louise Edwards <LEdwards@electoralcommission.org.uk> 
Sent: 11 May 2021 14:50
To: Bob Posner <BPosner@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Andy O'Neill
<aoneill@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Majella La Praik
<MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE: Scottish Green Party
Hi Bob
Thanks for this. To tie off this email chain, you, me and Andy met earlier today.
Andy ran through some of the history of the IGV in standing in elections in
Scotland and their results from Thursday, as well as the relevant results for the
Scottish Greens. We discussed what our research has told us about general
trends in how people read ballot papers, and the role of political parties in ensuring
their target voters know their party name when voting. We discussed that we
cannot say with any degree of certainty that it is credible that significant numbers
of voters cast their votes for the ‘wrong’ party, and that give the significant visual
differences in emblems there is a question mark over the assertions by some that
this did happen.
We all felt it was important that when issues like this are raised we take them
seriously and reflect. We have done that in this instance, and we have concluded
that there is no basis at this time for a review of the initial decision to register the
IGV emblem (noting that we will always look at any relevant evidence that might
change this position). We will continue to issue our current media line to any
media queries we receive.



Further we will feed into our planned review of registration processes looking at
we how we further satisfy ourselves that we are considering all the relevant
context for the confusion test where applicant identity marks emphasise political
concepts that are already prominent in other party entries.
Andy/Bob – please do add anything I’ve missed.
Maj – please can you note the last para above for the review, and ask one of the
team to log this email chain against the IGV and SG?
Thanks very much all
Louise
From: Bob Posner 
Sent: 11 May 2021 08:12
To: Louise Edwards <LEdwards@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Andy O'Neill
<aoneill@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Majella La Praik
<MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE: Scottish Green Party
Thanks Louise. 
I am fine with the made registration decision. But I do think we should consider
whether since then more than a few who voted for the Independent Green Voice
Party were confused / misled by the emblem, whether that impacted on the
regional list seats and if so whether going forward we look again at the registered
emblem.
Andy, a perspective from Scotland?
Pleased to meet if that is easiest.
Regards
Bob
From: Louise Edwards <LEdwards@electoralcommission.org.uk> 
Sent: 11 May 2021 07:36
To: Bob Posner <BPosner@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Andy O'Neill
<aoneill@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Majella La Praik
<MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE: Scottish Green Party
Hi Bob
I should have done more in my email below to reassure you that we have indeed
reflected on the issues raised and our position is a carefully considered one. We
talked yesterday morning in various permutations of me, Maj and Andy before
drafting the media lines.
Visually the two emblems are significantly different, with different symbols, shapes
and words. Indeed it is so different that the Scottish Greens emblem did not even
show up in similarity searches during the assessment process, although the Green
Party emblem did as it contains a (very different) leaf motif. The only commonality
is the word ‘green’. Contextually there is a clear link as both parties have chosen
to emphasise their adherence to the political concept of being ‘green’. This is not
unique to those two parties, and nor is it unusual to have more than one party
emphasising the same political concept in their identity marks (multiple parties use
variants on ‘democracy’, ‘labour’, ‘patriotism’ and ‘reform’ for example). We
considered this link in the context of both emblems containing the complete names
showing that one party also focusses on being ‘Scottish’ and the other on being
‘independent’.
We also thought about the decision by the IGV to emphasise the word ‘green’. I
have seen suggestions on Twitter that the party does not actually support the





From: Louise Edwards <LEdwards@electoralcommission.org.uk> 
Sent: 10 May 2021 16:00
To: Bob Posner <BPosner@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Andy O'Neill
<aoneill@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Cc: Majella La Praik <MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE: Scottish Green Party
Hi Bob
We’ll keep this under review if substantive reasons are put forward or we identify
such reasons to justify an internal review, but at the moment we’re comfortable
that the identity marks of the two parties are sufficiently and significantly different
to make this not even a borderline case. The only cross-over is the word ‘Green’,
which is a word shared by four party names in GB alone, and by 21 parties if you
include descriptions. The names and emblems are otherwise very different. You
can see their register entries here:
Independent Green Voice:
http://search.electoralcommission.org.uk/English/Registrations/PP293
Scottish Green Party:
http://search.electoralcommission.org.uk/English/Registrations/PP130
Our current media line is below.  has been taking most of the calls
and reports that the journalists she has spoken to are understanding the point we
make. As always, Comms will keep monitoring the situation to see how our
explanation is being received.

“We assess all applications for party names and emblems against the criteria set
out in law, including the requirement to ensure that in our opinion voters would not
likely be confused between two parties as a result of how their identity marks look
on a ballot paper. If a party’s application meets the legal criteria it must be
registered. As part of our assessment process we invite comments from the public
and other parties.

There are over 400 parties currently registered with the Commission and inevitably
there are instances where the same words are used by more than one party. No
concerns were raised with us in relation to this application to add an emblem to a
long-registered party. There were no previously registered emblems that were
visually similar such as was likely to cause confusion. We are satisfied that there
are clear and sufficient differences between the two party’s registered names,
descriptions and emblems to avoid confusion.”

To be given as background:
The Commission is responsible for registering political parties. When we receive an
application, the Commission assesses whether the party’s application and identify
marks meet the criteria set out in electoral law, as well as legal obligations under
equality laws. If it does, it must be registered. As part of the assessment process, we
publish the party’s identity marks so members of the public can comment on them.
Once registered, a party’s name, description and emblem can appear on the ballot
paper. Our records show the Independent Green Voice has been registered since 2003.

I hope this helps and happy to discuss.
Thanks
Louise
From: Bob Posner 



Sent: 10 May 2021 15:47
To: Louise Edwards <LEdwards@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Andy O'Neill
<aoneill@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: Scottish Green Party
Hi Louise, Andy,
I see the Scottish Green Party are concerned about the party named ‘Independent
Green Voice’ and its emblem, their assertion I think being that the quite high
number of votes cast for the Independent Green Voice’ was by reason of voter
confusion with the Scottish Green Party. And do they imply this may have resulted
in the Scottish Green Party not winning an extra regional list seat?
I expect you both have all this in hand already and I have no idea of the facts here,
but whatever stance and past or recent decisions we have taken related to this
matter, should we get an internal prompt objective review done to make absolutely
sure the position on registrations is what we would want?
Thanks
Bob
Bob Posner
Chief Executive
The Electoral Commission
020 7271 0605
electoralcommission.org.uk
PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This message is confidential and intended only for the person to whom it is addressed.
It may contain privileged and confidential information. If you are not the intended
recipient you must not read, copy, distribute, discuss or take any action in reliance upon
it. If you have received this information in error, please destroy it and inform me as soon
as possible. Thank you.





Scottish Green Party, a pro-Scottish independence party.
This case must be reviewed by the Electoral Commission as it has led to potentially
thousands of voters to cast a vote for someone they did not intend to vote for and it has
absolutely cost the Scottish Green Party and two candidates who worked hard on their
campaigns their seats in Holyrood. The IGV did not campaign, has no social media
presence, and has not produced a manifesto since 2007 and that should be enough evidence
that thousands of people did not intend to vote for them. IGV obtained 2210 votes in the
Glasgow region and 1690 in the South of Scotland region during the 6 May 2021 election
and thus it is not credible that voters intended to cast their vote for the IGV within these
circumstances.
At the very least, your commission needs to answer for this and seek to take corrective
action, including banning the Independent Green Voice and Alistair McConnachie (and
parties with racist and antisemitic views like his) from running in future elections and
could even take the form of a by-election.
Sincerely,



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Date: 10 May 2021 22:47:22

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name
 

Last name
 

Your email

Your postcode
 

Your region/country
Scotland

Your complaint
I would like to raise a complaint regarding the presence of the Independent Green Voice
on Scottish ballot papers in the most recent (and prior) elections. This “party” has no
online presence and did not conduct any active campaigning during the election period,
who the candidate(s) were are entirely unclear and there is a complete lack of transparency
regarding their policies or agenda. 

The lack of transparency is disingenuous and has caused confusion for those voting for
Scottish Greens on the lists. 

I would urge the electoral commission to investigate this issue to ensure voters are not
being duped by non existent candidates who intend to serve the public in Parliament. 



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Date: 10 May 2021 21:55:07

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

Your complaint
The manner in which the Independent Green Voice was presented on the Glasgow Region
list paper was confusing and misleading. It took additional checks to ensure that I was
selecting the party I wished to vote for, not one that was trying to mislead with their logo
and name highlighting the keyword 'Green'. It is easy to see and understand that some may
have been misled by this, I had to double-check to ensure I voted for the party of my
choice. The arrangement of the list ballot could do with a review, especially if this could
have meant votes being cast against the intention of the voter.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Date: 10 May 2021 18:45:54

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

Your complaint
There is a party called an Independent Green Voice that ran in Scotland. I believe this
name is far too similar to the Scottish Green Party and I believe that people are mistakenly
voting for the former thinking they are the latter. Especially since an Independent Green
Voice has nothing to so with Green politics are a hard right party with ex BNP members
etc. This is clearly intentional to try and either sneak their way into parliament or disrupt
the Scottish electoral process causing the Scottish Greens to lose seats. If you could barr
this party for bad faith tactics or atleast force a name change next election I think you
would be acting fairly and in the peoples best interest.

Kind regards



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Date: 10 May 2021 18:02:13

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your complaint
I am complaining about the Independent Green Voice (IGV) party and the use of their
newly registered logo at the Scottish Parliament Election 2021. The logo is clearly
confusing, with GREEN appearing prominently on the ballot paper, and there is evidence
to suggest that people have voted for this party rather than the Scottish Greens by mistake.
This is worrying as they are an antisemitic and anti immigrant party. The link below
provides more details and a visual example.

https://xhriscotton.medium.com/why-we-must-stop-the-fascist-ghost-parties-bb1f16af3731



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Date: 10 May 2021 15:48:31

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode
 

Your region/country
Scotland

Your complaint
On ballot forms in Scotland, there was a party “Independent Green Voice”. 
This is a confusing name, and I am sure that quite a few people voted for this in last
week’s election, thinking they were voting for the Scottish Green Party. Please can this
confusing name be rejected. 



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Date: 10 May 2021 13:17:44

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

Your complaint
In the peach ballot paper in the Scottish Parliament Election of 2021, the Independent
Green Voice were a source of confusion for those wishing to vote for the Scottish Greens.
I have discussed votes with few of my friends, but those with whom I have intended to
vote Scottish greens are either unsure whether they voted for the right party or changed
their list vote to a completely different party because they wanted to avoid potentially
accidentally voting for a party that they did not want to.

As has been reported in some social media and media outlets, the Independent Green
Voice got considerably more votes than expected and in comparison to other fringe parties.
This could be in part due to the fact that by far the largest wording in their logo being
Green and their higher position in the list. This could perhaps even have lost the Scottish
Greens up to two list seats. 



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Date: 10 May 2021 12:54:51

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode
 

Your region/country
Scotland

Your complaint
Re peach ballot paper in Scottish Elections on 6 May. Deeply concerned about approval of
Independent Green Voice logo which seems to have caused confusion with some voters in
constituencies. 
I would be very interested to hear how this was given approval when name may have been
easily confused with many liking for Scottish Greens and may have been less familiar with
their logo on such a long list of candidates. 



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Date: 11 May 2021 14:15:41

Submitted on 11 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

Your complaint
I am registered blind and have very low vision. I voted for the Scottish Green party but I
almost voted for Independent Green Voice because of the logo and name. This group
seems to have intentionally misled voters and it is unacceptable that it should be allowwd.
As a disabled person, I voted by post and I would not have known how to get another
ballet paper to rectify a mistake (I am also hard of hearing and do not use the phone).
Please ensure something like this cannot happen again as it effectively acts to suppress
voters 
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From:
Sent: 10 May 2021 14:26
To:
Cc: Press
Subject: RE: "Independent Green Voice" logo etc questions

Hi  
 
Good to talk earlier. In case you do decide to run anything I said I would send over a formal line, 
which can be attributed to an Electoral Commission spokesperson, and here it is: 

“We assess all applications for party names and emblems against the criteria set out in law, 
including the requirement to ensure that in our opinion voters would not likely be confused 
between two parties as a result of how their identity marks look on a ballot paper. If a party’s 
application meets the legal criteria it must be registered. As part of our assessment process we 
invite comments from the public and other parties.  

There are over 400 parties currently registered with the Commission and inevitably there are 
instances where the same words are used by more than one party. No concerns were raised with 
us in relation to this application to add an emblem to a long-registered party. There were no 
previously registered emblems that were visually similar such as was likely to cause confusion. 
We are satisfied that there are clear and sufficient differences between the two party’s registered 
names, descriptions and emblems to avoid confusion.” 

For background: 
 
The Commission is responsible for registering political parties. When we receive an application, 
the Commission assesses whether the party’s application and identify marks meet the criteria set 
out in electoral law, as well as legal obligations under equality laws. If it does, it must be 
registered. As part of the assessment process, we publish the party’s identity marks so members 
of the public can comment on them. 
 
Once registered, a party’s name, description and emblem can appear on the ballot paper. Our 
records show the Independent Green Voice has been registered since 2003. 
 
From:    
Sent: 10 May 2021 11:31 
To:    
Subject: "Independent Green Voice" logo etc questions 

 
Hi  - hope well. You may be aware of the controversy over whether the fringe party 
Independent Green Voice took votes from the Scottish Green party by being allowed by the 
commission to use the word "green" prominently in its logo and badging.  
 
The Scottish Greens believe this is a form of impersonation, and that it cost the "real" Greens votes 
and potentially seats in Holyrood, particularly in Glasgow and South of Scotland regions. 
 
 
This story sets it out: https://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/politics/scottish-greens-rage-blatant-
electoral-24075411#source=push 
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The Scottish Greens says the commission has questions to answer why IGV was allowed to do this and promote itself 
as Green. 
 
What is the commission's response to this please? 
 
Thanks 
 

 
 
************************************ 

 
 

 
----- 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Kings Place, 90 York Way,  
London N1 9GU 
theguardian.com 
----- 
Download the Guardian app for Android and iOS 
----- 
 
 

 

This e-mail and all attachments are confidential and may also be privileged. If you are not the 
named recipient, please notify the sender and delete the e-mail and all attachments immediately. 
Do not disclose the contents to another person. You may not use the information for any purpose, 
or store, or copy, it in any way. Guardian News & Media Limited is not liable for any computer 
viruses or other material transmitted with or as part of this e-mail. You should employ virus 
checking software. 
 
Guardian News & Media Limited is a member of Guardian Media Group plc. Registered Office: PO Box 68164, Kings 
Place, 90 York Way, London, N1P 2AP. Registered in England Number 908396 
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From:    
Sent: 11 May 2021 16:18 
To: Press  
Subject: south of scotland list 

 
Hi there, 
 
How do you respond to Scottish green accusations that your approval of "Independent Green Voice" and 
their logo cost them two regional seats at the recent Scottish Parliamentary Elections on the basis that some 
Green voters were tricked into voting for the imposter? 
 
IGV polled 1,690 votes in the South while the Greens missed out to Labour on the seventh and last seat by 
16 votes per constituency. 
 
I believe you have a statement on this already. Could you forward it to me asap? 
 
Thanks, 

 
Galloway News 
 
 
 
IMPORTANT NOTICE This email (including any attachments) is meant only for the intended recipient. It may also contain 
confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, any reliance on, use, disclosure, distribution or 
copying of this email or attachments is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender immediately by email if you have received 
this message by mistake and delete the email and all attachments.  
 
Any views or opinions in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of Reach plc or its 
associated group companies (hereinafter referred to as "Reach Group"). Reach Group accept no liability for the content of 
this email, or for the consequences of any actions taken on the basis of the information provided, unless that information is 
subsequently confirmed in writing. Although every reasonable effort is made to keep its network free from viruses, Reach 
Group accept no liability for any virus transmitted by this email or any attachments and the recipient should use up-to-date 
virus checking software. Email to or from this address may be subject to interception or monitoring for operational reasons 
or for lawful business practices.  
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From:
Sent: 11 May 2021 12:34
To: '
Subject: RE: URGENT MEDIA QUERY

Hi  
 
Apologies for the delay in response. I’ve answered your questions below in turn then also 
provided a line from us with additional background info. 
 
1. Has the EC received any complaints over this issue and, if so, do you plan to investigate? 
 
We have received complaints which we will consider in line with our published complaints policy. 
However, decisions taken in the exercise of our legal role as the registrar of political parties are 
not covered under the complaints policy. 
 
2 - When granting IGV registration as a political party in 2003, why was it logo not considered to 
be potentially confusing for voters? 
 
While the party was registered in 2003, it applied to add the emblem to the register earlier this 
year. The legal test around confusion is whether it is likely to result in a voter confusing this party 
for another one on the same part of the register. We considered that test and were satisfied that 
the emblem should be registered. 
 
The line which you can attribute to an Electoral Commission spokesperson) is: 

“We assess all applications for party names and emblems against the criteria set out in law, 
including the requirement to ensure that in our opinion voters would not likely be confused 
between two parties as a result of how their identity marks look on a ballot paper. If a party’s 
application meets the legal criteria it must be registered. As part of our assessment process we 
invite comments from the public and other parties.  

There are over 400 parties currently registered with the Commission and inevitably there are 
instances where the same words are used by more than one party. No concerns were raised with 
us in relation to this application to add an emblem to a long-registered party. We are satisfied that 
there are clear and sufficient differences between the two party’s registered names, descriptions 
and emblems to avoid confusion.” 

As background: 
 
The Commission is responsible for registering political parties. When we receive an application, 
the Commission assesses whether the party’s application and identify marks meet the criteria set 
out in electoral law, as well as legal obligations under equality laws. If it does, it must be 
registered. As part of the assessment process, we publish the party’s identity marks so members 
of the public can comment on them. 
 
Once registered, a party’s name, description and emblem can appear on the ballot paper. Our 
records show the Independent Green Voice has been registered since 2003. 
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Press office: 0131 225 0211 
Press out of hours: 07789 920414 
 
 





Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

I am...
a member of the public

What are you contacting us about?
administration of elections

Your question
Hello, I have been reading reports in the Ferret news service regarding the party
Independent Green Voice potentially taking votes from Scottish Greens. The party has
links to far right. I live in Renfrewshire - IGV was on my regional list. I very nearly put
my cross in their box as Green was very prominent. I didn’t however and found Scottish
Greens further down. However I think that they have deliberately tried to take votes that
otherwise would have gone to Scottish Greens. I have a friend who lives in Renfrewshire
who told me she voted for them. She is a socialist who would never knowingly vote for a
far right party. I do feel the prominence if their logo has tricked people into voting for
them and is likely to have stolen 2 seats from Scottish Greens. I am emailing as a
concerned citizen. I am not a member of the Scottish Greens.





Sunday National

https://questions-statements.parliament.uk/written-questions/detail/2021-05-20/4628
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From: Complaints
To:
Subject: RE: FOI 069-21 - Request referral
Date: 11 May 2021 10:58:30

Hi 
I have essentially just put all of the emails on the topic within a folder in the
complaints inbox at this stage. Given the volumes I haven’t logged the
correspondence on the complaints log on Skynet yet.
Cheers,

Senior Adviser, Performance and Insight
The Electoral Commission

electoralcommission.org.uk
From:  
Sent: 11 May 2021 10:57
To: ; Complaints ; Majella La Praik 
Cc: FOI ;  
Subject: RE: FOI 069-21 - Request referral
Hi 
I can confirm that I have been forwarding all of the correspondence regarding this
issue to the Party Reg inbox.
Thanks,

From:  
Sent: 11 May 2021 10:53
To: Complaints <complaints@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Majella La Praik
<MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Cc: FOI <FOI@electoralcommission.org.uk>; 

@electoralcommission.org.uk>; @electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE: FOI 069-21 - Request referral
Thanks all,
Again, I will ask  to lead on this response. I think the request is sufficiently
clear (subject to a bit of interpretation on our part about what ‘formal
documentation’ means), but give us a shout if this isn’t clear. It’s possible that we
no longer have access to registration documents from 2003, but worth checking
this anway.
I suggest making a case for all the public correspondence we’ve received on this
so it’s easier to count what’s in our inbox so far on this.

 – I know you’ve been forwarding stuff onto us from Public Info – can you
confirm that you are sending everything to us, so we don’t need to check with you
how much stuff relating to this is sat with you?

 – cheers for the info. I don’t think we need it at this stage, but is all your
correspondence tracked to a case as well?
Thanks

From: Complaints 
Sent: 11 May 2021 09:29
To: Majella La Praik <MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk>; 



@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Cc: FOI <FOI@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Complaints
<complaints@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE: FOI 069-21 - Request referral
Hi 
As of the end of yesterday 10th May the complaint inbox had received 209
complaints about the Independent Green Voice’s name and causing potential
voter confusion with the Scottish Green Party.
I am not sure of the numbers of enquiries that Public info received but  should
be able to advise to cover off part 4 of the request.
Cheers,

Senior Adviser, Performance and Insight
The Electoral Commission

electoralcommission.org.uk
From: Majella La Praik <MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk> 
Sent: 10 May 2021 20:09
To: @electoralcommission.org.uk>
Cc: FOI <FOI@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Complaints
<complaints@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: FW: FOI 069-21 - Request referral
Hi  – one for your team with input from complaints on number 4. Shout if I
can help!
Ta,
Maj
From: FOI 
Sent: 10 May 2021 12:52
To: Majella La Praik <MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: FOI 069-21 - Request referral
Hi Maj,
FOI 069-21
The Commission has received the following FOI request:
I would be grateful if you could send me the formal documentation and any
recorded correspondence that relates to the following:
1. The registration and approval of Independent Green Voice:
http://search.electoralcommission.org.uk/Registrations/PP293
2. The registration and approval of the updated emblem, your ref: Emblem id 7782
3. The registration and approval of the updated description: "Independent Green
Voice - Organic, Local, Democratic."
4. The number, if any, of complaints or enquiries received by the Electoral
Commission regarding the Independent Green Voice participation in the most
recent Scottish Parliamentary election and the potential for confusion with the
Scottish Green Party.
For information, here is a link to the FOI policy and procedure.
You have been identified as the MT member responsible for preparing the
response and ensuring that it is sent out to the requester as soon as possible and
within the 20 working days statutory deadline for FOI requests. For this request
the 20 working day deadline falls on 8 June 2021 but we should aim to get the
response out in advance of that date if possible.



If you are not the right MT member to lead on this request, it is your
responsibility to pass on the request to that person as a matter of urgency.
Please update the FOI log every Friday with details of the progress in responding
to the request. This should include the risk level and who is involved in preparing
the response.

· If Third Party consultation is required, please ensure that this is done at the
earliest opportunity, preferably by the end of day 3. This will ensure little
hold up in made in preparing the response.

· If you decide that this FOI is deemed high risk, please inform me as soon as
possible so that we can plan a realistic schedule to meet the deadline.

Please insert your answer to the request into this relevant response template.
Once the draft has been completed, and approved if it is a higher risk request,
please send it to the Information Management team who will send the response
out to the requester.
All emails and documents that need to be retained as a record of the
Commission’s actions in responding to the request should be stored in this folder:
http://skynet/dm/Functions/IM/FOIDataSet/FOI-069-21.
As MT lead for this request, is your responsibility to ensure that they are there
ready for review in the event of a request for internal review of an FOI response,
or a request for information from the Information Commissioner’s Office. A list
setting out your responsibilities can be found here.
Please set the risk of this FOI by reviewing the following guidance. Once you have
determined the risk level please email FOI@electoralcommission.org.uk.
Please get back to me with any questions.
Regards

Information Officer
FOI@electoralcommission.org.uk
The Electoral Commission
electoralcommission.org.uk



From: Complaints
To:
Subject: RE: IGV
Date: 24 May 2021 16:59:33

Hi 
Yes I shall pass the response over once it is ready.
Thanks J

Complaints Officer
The Electoral Commission

electoralcommission.org.uk
From:  
Sent: 21 May 2021 12:26
To: Complaints ; Majella La Praik 
Subject: RE: IGV
Thanks  – will you please share the response once it is ready, and we
will be happy to use those lines in response to this email?

From: Complaints 
Sent: 20 May 2021 11:40
To: Majella La Praik <MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Cc: Complaints <complaints@electoralcommission.org.uk>; 

@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE: IGV
Hi Maj,
Thanks for your email.
I don’t believe the complaint will fall under the complaints policy. We have so
many emails that are similar and we’ve been advised by legal what will be
considered a complaint under the policy and what wont be re: the IGV, however,
we are working on getting a response together to send to all those emails which
aren’t considered complaints. The response being worked on can be sent to this
enquirer as well.
Thanks,

Complaints Officer
The Electoral Commission

electoralcommission.org.uk
From: Majella La Praik <MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk> 
Sent: 20 May 2021 08:41
To: @electoralcommission.org.uk>; Complaints
<complaints@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE: IGV
I’d suggest passing this to our complaints team and letting the writer know that’s
what we’ve done.
Complaints – do you agree?
From:  
Sent: 19 May 2021 17:02



To: Majella La Praik <MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: FW: IGV
FYI
From:  
Sent: 19 May 2021 17:01
To: @electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: IGV
FYI
I have not replied to this email but I am happy to draft a response if helpful.

Registration Adviser
The Electoral Commission
electoralcommission.org.uk
From:  
Sent: 12 May 2021 16:15
To: Partyreg <Partyreg@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough
CCM:0553403
Dear 

Thank you for your response to my complaint and the explanation kindly provided.

I note your opinion that there are clear and sufficient differences here to avoid electorate
confusion.

My complaint was raised before any results were known, however it is now apparent that
IGV has polled significantly more votes than comparable smaller parties. By a factor rather
than a mere margin. There is also evidence to suggest their votes may well have impacted
results for the Scottish Greens in two regions on the List - Glasgow and South of Scotland.

This fact, combined with the admittedly anecdotal apparent prevalence of confusion I'm
aware of - it seems highly coincidental that both my mother and one of her friends made
the same mistake in isolation of many others - suggests strongly to me that your opinion on
this matter is, at least, open to question.

I would therefore request you look at the wider empirical evidence of the results and at
least consider whether revision of your opinion may prove to be in the best interests of our
democratic process.

It is very difficult to believe that potential for confusion in this matter does not exist. It
clearly has played some part, and it looks like significantly so. I am sure many looking at
this matter would reach that perception without much difficulty. What is done is done,
however regrettable, and it is to the future that focus should be set.

On a related matter the Liberals and Liberal Democrats are another glaring opportunity for
such confusion.

I appreciate your job is a difficult one, and 400+ parties certainly explains how difficult
that is, whilst I sympathise, nevertheless it is incumbent upon all of us to assure our
democracy is managed as fairly and openly as possible, particularly when there are
elements who will not hesitate to take advantage of any opportunity to further their
extreme aims and seek to subvert our democratic process. I feel strongly there is





From:
To:
Cc: Press
Subject: RE: Independent Green voice - comment request
Date: 12 May 2021 15:41:46

Hi 
The Electoral Commission has received 283 enquiries from members of the public about this issue. We are
responding to them to set out the rules around the registration of party identifiers which we are required to work
within.
For background:
If an individual makes a mistake on their ballot paper in the polling station then they can ask polling staff for a
new ballot paper. Once the completed ballot paper has been placed in the ballot box then it cannot be replaced.
All the best

From:  
Sent: 12 May 2021 15:06
To:  
Subject: Re: Independent Green voice - comment request
Hi 
No worries, got a ballpark idea of how long it will be?
Thanks,

From: @electoralcommission.org.uk>
Sent: Wednesday, May 12, 2021 1:20 PM
To: @thenational.scot>
Subject: RE: Independent Green voice - comment request
Hi  – still chasing one team for a number – and will get back to you as soon as I can. 
From: @thenational.scot> 
Sent: 12 May 2021 12:10
To: @electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: Re: Independent Green voice - comment request
Hi 
Yes please that would be great, as I said you could include the number of complaints that would be very helpful.
Many thanks,

From: @electoralcommission.org.uk>
Sent: Wednesday, May 12, 2021 8:59 AM
To: @thenational.scot>
Subject: RE: Independent Green voice - comment request

Apologies for not coming back to you yesterday pm. I was trying to gather info on the number of enquiries we’ve had on this issue as
they can come into different teams across the Commission. I will get something over later this morning if it is still useful to you.
Thanks

From: @thenational.scot> 
Sent: 11 May 2021 16:17
To: @electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: Re: Independent Green voice - comment request
Hi 
Just wanted to chase this up, can I get a statement over please?
Thanks,

From: @thenational.scot>
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2021 2:26 PM
To: @electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: Re: Independent Green voice - comment request
Hi 
Thanks for getting that over, can I get a statement confirming you have had complaints and do you know how many?
And just to clarify, if a voter wanted to complain that they had accidentally voted for Independent Green Voice - would that
be to you or to the polling station itself?







From: Niki Nixon
To: ; Majella La Praik; Andy O"Neill; Louise Edwards
Cc:
Subject: RE: Independent Green Voice - draft lines
Date: 10 May 2021 13:22:08

Hi 
Suggest the following edit to make clear that it is not just differences in emblem that we check and rely upon to differentiate
parties:
There are over 400 parties currently registered with the Commission and inevitably there are instances where the same
words are used by more than one party. We are satisfied that there are clear and sufficient differences between the two
party’s registered names, descriptions and emblems to avoid confusion.”
From:  
Sent: 10 May 2021 13:17
To: Majella La Praik ; Andy O'Neill ; Louise Edwards 
Cc:  Niki Nixon ;  
Subject: RE: Independent Green Voice - draft lines
Thanks Maj
I think  response is pretty perfect and covers the concerns raised by journalists as well as the public. In regard to a
press line can you give me your thoughts on the following:

Proposed line

“We assess all applications for party names and emblems against the criteria set out in law to ensure voters would not likely
be misled as to the intention of their vote. If a party’s application meets the legal criteria it must be registered. As part of our
assessment process we invite comments from the public and other parties. No concerns were raised with us in relation to
this application.

There are over 400 parties currently registered with the Commission and inevitably there are instances where the same
words are used by more than one party. We are satisfied that there are clear and sufficient visual differences between the
registered emblems in question to avoid them being likely to cause confusion.”

To be given as background:
The Commission is responsible for registering political parties. When we receive an application, the Commission assesses whether
the party’s application and identify marks meet the criteria set out in electoral law, as well as legal obligations under equality laws. If it
does, it must be registered. As part of the assessment process, we publish the party’s identity marks so members of the public can
comment on them.
Once registered, a party’s name, description and emblem can appear on the ballot paper. Our records show the Independent Green
Voice has been registered since 2003.

Grateful for views asap.
Thanks

From: Majella La Praik 
Sent: 10 May 2021 12:59
To: Andy O'Neill <aoneill@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Louise Edwards <LEdwards@electoralcommission.org.uk>; 

electoralcommission.org.uk>
Cc: @electoralcommission.org.uk>; @electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: Independent Green Voice - draft lines
Hi all,

 has helpfully put together some text that we could use to draw lines from on this matter. Here’s the text for your review (it’s split into parts based on issue)
http //skynet/dm/Functions/PEFreg/Correspondence/2021-05-10-Independent%20Green%20Voice.docx?web=1
Once we’re happy with the principles perhaps  could work up a press line?
For reference here is the assessment
http //skynet/dm/Functions/PEFreg/ layouts/15/WopiFrame.aspx?sourcedoc={f879b804-3528-4554-a506-
4b2e64269f44}&action=view&source=http%3A%2F%2Fskynet%2Fdm%2FFunctions%2FPEFreg%2FNew%2520Applications%2FForms%2FDefault%2520view%2Easpx
Ta,
Maj
Majella La Praik
Head of Registration and Reporting
The Electoral Commission
020 7271 0693
electoralcommission.org.uk





system sets to reduce the ability of people to get problems resolved.
The response that ‘you put a list on your website’ is unhelpfully inadequate and disingenuous.
People do not know which websites need to watched, when and how often. There is no publicly
accessible notification that someone has posted something that may be of interest. It is
therefore impossible for the public to be aware that something needs attention. But when it
becomes obvious that there is a problem there is no effective mechanism by which precious
decisions can be reconsidered. This is the heart of the problem.
As there is a refusal to attend to such problems that can have far reaching effects it is obvious
and clear that there is a deliberate attempt to obfuscate and confuse the public and that your
organisation by its refusal to accept complaints and do something about the problem is actively
condoning these potentially fraudulent attempts to mislead.
While names are assessed for confusion you have failed to explain the basis for what appears
arbitrary and unchallengeable decisions that also appear to be irreversible. To what standards
are those names assessed? What are the rules that are applied to ensure consistency?
Please escalate these queries to someone who can provide proper answers.
Regards

From: Partyreg [mailto:Partyreg@electoralcommission.org.uk] 
Sent: 19 May 2021 18:02
To: 
Subject: RE:  - Independent Green Voice CCM:0288668
Dear 
As part of our publication process we have a subscription list of people who will
receive updates any time that new applications are added to the website. I can
confirm that the Scottish Green Party is subscribed to receive updates, as are a
number of other political parties. The application was on our website for over 5
weeks and did not receive any public comments. During this period subscribers
would have received further email updates from us once a week notifying them of
new updates and allowing them to view existing updates, including the application
for the Independent Green Voice emblem.
You have asked how our assessment can take account of the opinions of
members of the public and how an individual can object to an application. This is
all done through our current applications webpage. Any public comments we
receive for an application will be considered as part of the assessment process.
In my email to you of 13 May I explained that names are considered for confusion
against all currently registered names and descriptions. The same is true for
emblems. This email also set out the process, including that it allows for
comments from our Head of Electoral Commission Scotland on all assessments.
During this process, they are able to provide analysis, context or additional
information that has not been previous considered or comment on any of the
analysis of the application.
We consider confusion and misleading on a case by case basis on the facts of the
matter related to each case. In the guidance documents I have provided to you we
say the following about the confuse and mislead tests:

How do we assess whether something is likely to ‘confuse’ voters?
We are required to make sure that a voter can distinguish the difference
between identity marks from different parties. This test looks at whether, in
our opinion, a voter would confuse the identity mark of a party with another
party’s identity mark which is already registered.
Our assessment of whether an identity mark is confusing will normally take



into account whether the identity mark is visually the same (e.g. the words
‘stationary’ or ‘stationery’, similar images of boats) or contextually the same
(e.g.’ Party of the Oak’ and ‘The Oak Party’).
For emblems we will consider whether the designed elements and text are
different from other identity marks.
What does ‘likely to mislead voters’ mean?
This test looks at whether in our opinion a party identity mark would be
likely to lead a voter to either vote in a way they did not intend (e.g. for a
party other than their preferred party) or to otherwise mark the ballot paper
in a way which was not their intention.
You should undertake a search of the internet to see if there are any
existing groups or organisations which have a name or logo which is the
same as, or similar to, the identity marks that you want to apply to register.
We cannot register an identity mark if, in the Commission’s opinion, it is
likely to result in a voter believing they are voting for an organisation that is
not the party or connected to the party.
We are also required to consider whether an identity mark would contradict
instructions or guidance for voting (e.g. ‘tick here’). We will reject an identity
mark if, in our opinion, we believe a voter would likely make a mistake on
the ballot which would invalidate their vote, for example by voting for too
many candidates.

This is a broad outline of what considerations will be made in relation to these
tests. For each case there are usually specifics that require consideration which
we will take into account as part of our assessment.
In my last email, I set out that our decisions can be challenged by judicial review. If
you do not think that the Commission has come to the correct opinion on an
application judicial review is the method by which you can challenge our decision.
If you wish to pursue a challenge in this way, we advise that you seek your own
legal counsel. The legislation does not set out other methods of challenge for
registration decisions.
Please be aware that the Commission does not have the power to change the
legislation that governs party registration. That authority lies with the UK
Parliament. As such, if you wish to discuss changes to the legislation we advise
that you contact your MP or the cabinet office. If you wish to raise this matter with
a body other than the Commission that is a matter for you to pursue.
Kind regards,

Senior Adviser, Registration
The Electoral Commission
electoralcommission.org.uk
From:  
Sent: 13 May 2021 17:31
To: Partyreg <Partyreg@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE:  - Independent Green Voice CCM:0288668
Dear 
Thank you for another reply.
So it is just down to a matter of unchallengeable ‘opinion’.
While I recognise the difficulties of publicising applications how do you expect people to identify
something they may wish to challenge unless they know that there is such an application? Do
you advise possible existing registered organisations to allow them to challenge, in the way that



Companies House and Trademarks registration do? They set an publicly acceptable standard, do
you? Since there is clearly a deliberate attempt to mislead what steps are available to members
of the public to object.
If members of the public are expected to daily scrutinise every single website for things to
challenge that may or may not affect them nobody would have time to do anything. Obviously
your procedures are arguably not fit for purpose.
On the basis of what you have advised it is clear that a) you are not able to provide a reliable
basis for the decision of what is potentially misleading and more alarmingly b) you do not care
about the possibility of creating confusion. Bearing in mind what you allow is intended for public
consumption what steps do you take to ensure that your ‘opinion’ is actually in line with normal
members of the public and how do you test and confirm your ‘opinion’, which in this instance
appears to be badly flawed.
Therefore I ask you to escalate this to a suitable authority for a proper considered response.
Regards

From: Partyreg [mailto:Partyreg@electoralcommission.org.uk] 
Sent: 13 May 2021 15:20
To: 
Subject: RE:  - Independent Green Voice CCM:0288668
Dear 
The process for assessments is set out in our Process for registering a political
party guidance and the tests we consider are set out in Overview of party names,
descriptions and emblems, both of which have been provided in my previous
emails.
PPERA section 28(4)(a)(ii) requires that we consider the following for all party
names that are applied for:

The Commission shall grant the application unless in their opinion the party
proposes a registered name would be likely to result in electors confusing
that party with a party which is already registered in respect of the relevant
part of the United Kingdom.

Proposed names are considered for confusion against all currently registered
names and descriptions. As previously stated PPERA does not require the
Commission to consider if a party does or does not hold the political beliefs set out
in any proposed or registered names, descriptions or emblems. Where it does not
require us to consider this, it is not within our power to assess this as part of an
application and do otherwise would be to act contrary to the law.
In our current process the registration team will conduct an assessment against
the statutory requirements and provide a recommendation to approve or reject the
application against these tests. This is passed to our approval board, a group of
senior officers of the Commission including the head of the Scotland office, to
provide comments in relation to the recommendation. This board is chaired by the
Director of Regulation who considers the recommendation and comments in
making a final decision to approve or reject the application.
Applications are published on our website for public comments. Any comments we
receive will be considered in our assessment. For the recent assessment of the
party’s new emblem I can confirm that we did not receive any public comments.
As stated in my email of 12 May, We are satisfied that there are clear and
sufficient visual differences between the registered names to avoid it being likely
to reasonably cause confusion. Decisions taken as part of our statutory decision
making do not fall under our complaints procedure. Challenges to such decisions



must be made by way of judicial review.
Kind regards,

Senior Adviser, Registration
The Electoral Commission
electoralcommission.org.uk
From:  
Sent: 13 May 2021 13:48
To: Partyreg <Partyreg@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE:  Independent Green Voice CCM:0288668
Dear 
When assessing the validity of names do you not assess whether or not they are likely to be
confusing or misleading?
I did ask who you assess, who does the assessment and on what basis? What process is here for
a review? Do you therefore actually condone potential misrepresentation.
Bearing in mind the Companies House, Trademarks, etc all have to go through a similar process
and there is a right of appeal when appropriate. If there is potential for confusion with an
existing mark then the rules state that the proposed name is not allowed.
Also bear in mind that the alphabetical sorting against the name can also misrepresent.
Since the Scottish Green Party are supporters of independence and ‘Green’ is taken by the wider
public as pursuing a particular set of policies someone usurping that term mixing elements of
another party’s credentials to give the impression of something else can only be a deliberate
attempt to cause misdirection.
It is patently clear that the applicability of that confusing name needs to be reviewed and re-
assessed.
Who is the final arbiter of a proposed name and who are they responsible to?
Having never consciously previously seen the name Independent Green Voice I find it totally
inexplicable that mealy mouthed ‘rules’ completely ignoring the consequences of any potential
confusion allow that name to continue. Retention of the name is tantamount to permitting
anyone taking what could be deemed to be political activity is expressly allowed to promulgate
lies and misinformation. That is an abuse of the democratic process that you are there to uphold.
You stringently test referendum questions to minimise the potential for confusion, so why do
you not apply the same standards to naming conventions, logos, and straplines?
Your comments regarding distributable material are dismissive. It is only through them that the
public may be able to distinguish between parties and this therefore forms part of the blatant
attempt at manipulation and misinformation. These materials therefore have to be seen as part
of the context within which such misleading objectives are intended.
My complaint remains valid and I want it taken further.
Regards

From: Partyreg [mailto:Partyreg@electoralcommission.org.uk] 
Sent: 13 May 2021 11:42
To: 
Subject: RE:  - Independent Green Voice CCM:0288668
Dear ,
You have mentioned that the parties name is not consistent with its policies or
political beliefs. PPERA does not require the Commission to consider if a party



does or does not hold the political beliefs set out in any proposed or registered
names, descriptions or emblems.
There is no legal requirement for a party to make or send any campaign material.
The current process for registration is set out here. In my previous email I have
provided our guidance for names, which sets out the tests and how they are
considered.
The law requires that the Commission must come to an opinion as to whether or
not a party name, description or emblem has passed the tests. If we deem that it
has, then we are required by law to register it.
Kind regards,

Senior Adviser, Registration
The Electoral Commission
electoralcommission.org.uk
From:  
Sent: 13 May 2021 10:44
To: Partyreg <Partyreg@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE:  - Independent Green Voice CCM:0288668
Dear Sirs
My complaint still stands. The use of the wording is a deliberate attempt to mislead. This
organisation failed to produce any literature or manifesto and what it stands for does not fit with
its title. They are neither organic nor local. When they were formed or changed title, name or
logo is irrelevant. They exist merely to confuse and disrupt.
How do you assess, on what basis, and by whom do you judge registrations?
By permitting such misleading if not fraudulent use of wording and appearance there is a danger
that you become complicit in a deliberate attempt to confuse the voting public.
Yours faithfully

From:  
Sent: 12 May 2021 19:20
To: Partyreg <Partyreg@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE:  - Independent Green Voice CCM:0288668
Thanks for the reply.
Regards

From: Partyreg [mailto:Partyreg@electoralcommission.org.uk] 
Sent: 12 May 2021 17:38
To: 
Subject:  - Independent Green Voice CCM:0288668
Dear 
Thank you for your email.
Your enquiry relates to Independent Green Voice who have been registered since
2003.
When a party applies to register, its party name must be considered against a
number of statutory tests set out in the Political Parties, Elections and
Referendums Act 2000 (PPERA). Unless a name does not meet one of these
tests it must be registered. You can find out more about these tests, and how we
consider them, in our guidance.
We note the comparison of the party name with the ‘Scottish Green Party’ and the



use of the word ‘Green’. By law, use of an individual word by one party does not
prevent its use by another party. There are over 400 parties currently registered
and inevitably there are instances where the same words are used by more than
one party. We are satisfied that there are clear and sufficient visual differences
between the registered names to avoid it being likely to reasonably cause
confusion.
You can find our guidance on the process for assessing applications here.
Local authorities are responsible for conducting elections and it would be for them
to determine whether or not a recount, or any other action, is required.
Kind regards,

Senior Adviser, Registration
The Electoral Commission
electoralcommission.org.uk
From:  
Sent: 10 May 2021 14:56
To: Public Info <Info@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: other

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

Name

First name

Last name

Your email

Your telephone number

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

I am...
a member of the public

What are you contacting us about?
other

Your question
I am writing to complain about allowing a completely misleading party name and identity
appearing on the Scottish List vote slip. The Independent Green Voice. Knowing that the



Green Party is also for independence caused some confusion and I had to look carefully
twice to see who was what. Having a description as a direction on the slip is fine but it is
clearly misleading, probably deliberately so. While with care the difference can be spotted,
especially for those more politically astute or aware, such as yourselves, for some
especially as this party did not produce any electoral material it did cause confusion and
resentment. I am not sure what can be done about this but the rules must be unequivocal
about misleading wording, and more needs to be done on the slip to help avoid this sort of
situation. The voting figures should have raised alarm compared to those of the more
established smaller or fringe parties. What mechanism is there to reassess the vote in the
event of a deliberate misrepresentation condoned by yourselves by authorising their
inclusion? How well or do you test for potential confusion?









confusion. While it makes the line longer (and it’s already quite long!) do we need
to expand it out to say the former?
From: Niki Nixon 
Sent: 11 May 2021 10:25
To: @electoralcommission.org.uk>; Louise Edwards
<LEdwards@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Majella La Praik
<MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Andy O'Neill <aoneill@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Cc: @electoralcommission.org.uk>; 

@electoralcommission.org.uk>; @electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: RE: URGENT MEDIA QUERY
Hi all,
I suggest the following in place of the highlighted, but there may be more that
colleagues in Party Reg can add: One of the statutory tests against which all
emblems are assessed to the ‘Likely to confuse’ test. There is a high threshold for
this test, it is not equivalent to ‘may confuse’.
In the agreed line (I know this has already been used). I suggest we remove the
following: There were no previously registered emblems that were visually similar
such as was likely to cause confusion. It seems to imply that prior to the new
emblem there was no risk of confusion, and stops short of saying the same is true
with regards to the new emblem.
Thanks, Niki
From: @electoralcommission.org.uk> 
Sent: 11 May 2021 09:25
To: Louise Edwards <LEdwards@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Niki Nixon
<NNixon@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Majella La Praik
<MLaPraik@electoralcommission.org.uk>; Andy O'Neill <aoneill@electoralcommission.org.uk>
Cc: @electoralcommission.org.uk>; 

@electoralcommission.org.uk>; @electoralcommission.org.uk>
Subject: FW: URGENT MEDIA QUERY
Hi all
I’ve had the query below from the Ferret (same group of people as Open
Democracy). Our line doesn’t quite cover the first two questions and I’m keen for
us to be a bit stronger on the ‘likely to confuse’ test (suggested wording
highlighted in yellow) if possible. This will be a longer form article so there is a
chance to get into some of the detail here which is not the case in most coverage.
I’ve set out a suggested response below but grateful for views asap (his deadline
is 1pm but keen to get back as early as possible.

1 - Has the EC received any complaints over this issue and, if so, do you plan to
investigate?
We have had some complaints. We will not be opening an investigation as the
registration of the party logo complied with the statutory tests set out in electoral
law.
2 - When granting IGV registration as a political party in 2003, why was it logo not
considered to be potentially confusing for voters?
The party was registered in 2003, the logo in question was registered this year. As
noted above, and as set out in more detail in our line below, the registration of the
logo complied with the statutory tests set out in electoral law. ‘Likely to confuse’ is
a high statutory test and is not equivalent to ‘may confuse’.
Our line on this and background you may find useful is below.







From: Complaints
To:
Bcc: Complaints; Partyreg
Subject: RE: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough
Date: 07 May 2021 11:54:16

Dear 
Thank you for your email below and the concerns you raise. I am sorry to hear
about the experience your mother had yesterday when trying to cast her vote on
the ballot paper.
Please note that the matters you raise do not fall within the remit of the Electoral
Commission’s complaints policy as disagreements with decisions made as part of
our statutory regulation of political parties (e.g. decisions to register party names)
are specifically excluded from our complaints policy.
We have forwarded your email onto our Registration Team to consider responding
further to the matters you have raised.
Kind regards,
Complaints Team
The Electoral Commission
complaints@electoralcommission.org.uk

From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk 
Sent: 06 May 2021 14:48
To: Complaints 
Subject: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough

Submitted on 6 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough

Your complaint
On the West of Scotland List vote for the Scottish Parliament there are two Green Parties.
One is Independent Green Voice the other Scottish Green Party. Independent Green Voice
is listed first on the ballot paper.

My mother, in her eighties did not know or expect there to be two Green parties, and she



voted for the Independent Green Party in error as a result.

I suspect many more people may make the same natural mistake. I understand the
Independent Green Voice party holds very different views to the Scottish Green Party on
many key issues. 

My complaint is that this very natural opportunity for confusion of voters was not
addressed before the election. How and why is such dubiety allowed to persist in our
democratic process?



From: Complaints
To:
Bcc: Complaints; Partyreg
Subject: RE: We did not follow the correct procedures
Date: 07 May 2021 12:09:30

Dear ,
Thank you for your email and the concerns you raise.
Please note that the matters you raise do not fall within the remit of the Electoral
Commission’s complaints policy as disagreements with decisions made as part of
our statutory regulation of political parties (e.g. decisions to register party names
and descriptions) are specifically excluded from our complaints policy.
We have forwarded your email onto our Registration Team to consider responding
further to the matters you have raised.
Kind regards,
Complaints Team
The Electoral Commission
complaints@electoralcommission.org.uk

From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk 
Sent: 06 May 2021 16:43
To: Complaints 
Subject: We did not follow the correct procedures

Submitted on 6 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not follow the correct procedures

Your complaint
Afternoon,

Apologies for writing a complaint, but I just went to vote in Aberdeen and I feel that one
of the party descriptions just should not be on a ballot, and another party name is
purposefully trying to confuse voters with its name, as its very similar to another.

The "Abolish Scottish Parliament Party" had the description "SAVE £100,000,000 A



YEAR" or something very similar after its name, how is that allowed at all? That's the
written equivalent of some clickbait rubbish designed very poorly to fool some people and
gather panic voters. Its horrid.

Example here - http://search.electoralcommission.org.uk/English/Registrations/PP6673

And the "Independent Green Voice Party" is very close to "Scottish Greens" and could
easily be confused with the Greens, and in my opinion is named intentionally to do so.
This party also is far from pro independence or green, and is led by a straight up racist
POS who got removed from the BNP.

How were either of these examples allowed? It's infuriating. Also, the ALBA party is
driving around very close to a Polling station with a PA system on a car, that's BS too and
should be illegal.



From: Complaints
To:
Bcc: Complaints; Partyreg
Subject: RE: We did not meet our standards of service
Date: 07 May 2021 16:21:44

Dear ,
Thank you for your email and the concerns you raise.
Please note that the matters you raise do not fall within the remit of the Electoral
Commission’s complaints policy as disagreements with decisions made as part of
our statutory regulation of political parties (e.g. decisions to register party names
and descriptions) are specifically excluded from our complaints policy.
We have forwarded your email onto our Registration Team to consider responding
further to the matters you have raised.
Kind regards,
Complaints Team
The Electoral Commission
complaints@electoralcommission.org.uk

From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk 
Sent: 07 May 2021 16:05
To: Complaints 
Subject: We did not meet our standards of service

Submitted on 7 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not meet our standards of service

Your complaint
Hi there, 

Yesterday I voted in the Scottish elections, for both a constituency canidate and a regional
candidate. 

I also nearly voted for the wrong party due to the ECs decision to allow "The independent
Green Voice" to stand on the ballot as named next to "The Scottish Greens". 



This is a deliberate attempt in misleading voters in an attempt to pull voters away from
their primary intention by an opposing party, who stand for completely opposing ideals. 

"The independent Green voice" do not stand for independence or a green voice. They are a
strict anti-immigration party with hard links to the British nationalist party as well as
holocaust deniers. 

"The Scottish Greens" do not stand for the above, they are a pro-immigration, pro
independance party. 

Having a party advertise on the ballot that is the opposite of their intentions is disgusting
and should have been caught by any entity that provides oversight with a sliver of critical
thinking. 



From:
To: Complaints
Subject: RE: We made mistakes when carrying out our work
Date: 11 May 2021 17:48:01

Dear Complaints Team,
Many thanks for the courtesy of your acknowledgement of receipt of my emails – and especially
for rectifying the shortcomings of your website by allowing me a copy of my original email to
you.
I look forward to receiving your response to the issue I raised with you, in due course.

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

From: Complaints
Sent: 11 May 2021 17:42
To: 
Subject: RE: We made mistakes when carrying out our work
Dear ,
I am replying to confirm receipt of the below submission and so that you have a copy for
your records as you advised in a separate email that you were unable to print a copy from
our website.
Kind regards,
Complaints Team
The Electoral Commission
complaints@electoralcommission.org.uk

From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk 
Sent: 11 May 2021 16:19
To: Complaints 
Subject: We made mistakes when carrying out our work

Submitted on 11 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland



What is your complaint about?
We made mistakes when carrying out our work

Your complaint
I have been a voter in every election since I was old enough, which was rather a long time
ago. I have never before had cause to complain in any way about any electoral matter, to
yourselves or anyone else.

Last Thursday I looked down my (rather long)'list' ballot (I'm in Milngavie, so Scotland West
list) seeking the Green candidate, the first 'green' name I encountered was 'Independent
Green Voice'. I have subsequently learned that this is a wee ultra-right fringe group. Near
the bottom of the West of Scotland list ws the Scottish Green Party, which received my list
vote.

But when I thought about it, I emailed the election agent for Ross Greer, my Green list
MSP, to tell him of what I considered a serious error by the Electoral Commission. He said
he was aware of the issue, which hadn't arisen previously as the 'IGV' hadn't run
candidates in a Scots GE.

My understanding is that it is likely that the SGP would have gained another 'list' MSP in
both Glasgow and South Scotland, were it not for the deception of the 'IGV'. 

Unless I have a satisfactory explanation for your gross error in effectively denying TWO
potential SGP 'list' MSPs their rightful seats, I will take this matter further with both my
MP, MSP, and Dunbartonshire Green Party.

I look forward to hearing from you by return. I'd be amazed, given that a reputable daily
paper gave this a half-page article yesterday, if this is the first complaint you have received
on this matter.

Yours faithfully



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough
Date: 11 May 2021 10:30:33

Submitted on 11 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough

Your complaint
I'm writing due what happened in the recent elections in Scotland.
Why would you allow two parties to have similar names, it's misleading. 
Yes, I know “Independent Green Voice” has existed for many years. Unfortunately, using
the same colour green as the OLDEST green party, which I'm sure you are aware of, has
been used for pro-ecological parties all over western countries and not to be related with
fascist and racist parties such as “Independent Green Voice”. And yet you Allowed them
to steal votes using a disgusting little trick. May I assume that someone would be allowed
to start a new party called “Conservatives for UK” or “The red labours”, just think about
that.
Have a lovely day



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough
Date: 11 May 2021 08:21:40

Submitted on 11 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough

Your complaint
Independent Green Voice is a decietful part name which should never have be allowed.
When voting in the recent Scottish General Election I very nearly put my X next to them
when looking for the Scottish Green party. That this party, who are counter to almost every
single thing that the Scottish Greens stand for is no accident, chose a name which seeks to
confuse is no accident and the fact that the Electoral Commission has allowed it to
continue is worrying.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough
Date: 11 May 2021 00:24:20

Submitted on 11 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough

Your complaint
Independent green voice has conned me out of my vote,very,very misleading 
This shouldn’t be allowed 



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough
Date: 10 May 2021 23:24:47

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough

Your complaint
The whole 'Independent Green Voice' confusion that I'm sure you've heard of from other
complaints by now. Considering their logo, it's no surprise that a couple thousand people
would get confused and accidentally vote for a party that they had no intention of
supporting.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough
Date: 10 May 2021 22:56:07

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough

Your complaint
The "Independent Green Voice" party name is extremely misleading and personally gave
me pause for thought when filling out my ballot paper when looking through the list
candidates. The name is not distinct enough from The Scottish Greens, and could easily
resulted in miscast ballots.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough
Date: 10 May 2021 20:01:43

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough

Your complaint
Dear Electoral Commission, I am writing with regard to the conduct of the Scottish
Parliamentary Election. In particular, the clear voter deception facilitated by your allowing
the right-wing Independent Green Voice party to masquerade as the Scottish Greens.

The change of logo just six weeks before the election to give such high prominence to the
Green title, and the association with independence, seems highly likely to have deceived
several thousand voters, and had a material effect on the election results.

http://search.electoralcommission.org.uk/Registrations/PP293

I would like you to publicly explain:

a. your decision making process in allowing this change - who was involved, what
representations were made, what legal advice was sought
b. what analysis you will be undertaking on the election results and the impact of the IGV
logo on voter behaviour
c. what action you will be taking to avoid a recurrence of this in future

Thank you.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough
Date: 10 May 2021 17:41:59

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough

Your complaint
In the recent Scottish Parliament election on May 6th 2021, I was misled by a party name
and logo on the Regional ballot.

One of the entries was listed as ‘Independent Green Voice’, although the party logo on the
ballot contained the word ‘Green’ in much larger font than the other words. The name and
logo led me to believe that this was the Scottish Green Party. I have since learned that the
party listed with the name ‘Green’ on the ballot is not the party I thought it was.

I feel extremely let down that the Electoral Commission have failed to ensure that voters
are not misled. 



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough
Date: 10 May 2021 17:33:16

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough

Your complaint
In the recent Scottish elections the right-wing 'Independent Green Voice' party ran with
materials attempting to mislead voters into thinking they were the left-wing 'Scottish
Greens' party. The Scottish Greens are referred to simply as 'The Greens' in everyday
conversation. The IGV logo, name and candidate backgrounds should have shown the its
obvious purpose - to confuse voters and mislead them into voting for the wrong party. This
would be equivalent to a party running as 'The British Tory Party' in an attempt to siphon
votes from the 'Conservative and Unionist Party' (i.e. Tories).

This is eerily similar to the case of Alexis Rodriguez in the United States, a third party
candidate who was paid to run to siphon votes from a similarly named candidate. This
ended up siphoning enough votes to change the outcome of the election. This type of
deceptive behaviour should have no place in our elections and I am extremely concerned
that this party was allowed to run in such an obviously malicious way.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough
Date: 10 May 2021 17:31:00

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name
 

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough

Your complaint
The ‘Independent Green Voice’ is a deliberately misleading name for a political party
causing confusion amongst voters who mistakenly voted for IVG instead of The Green
Party. 
Surely names of political parties should be as clear and as unique as possible to avoid voter
confusion.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough
Date: 10 May 2021 15:25:34

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough

Your complaint
I am writing to complain about the party Independent Green Voice being used to deceive
voters who would otherwise have voted for the Scottish Green Party on their regional
ballot paper for the Scottish Parliament elections. In particular, I want to highlight how
Independent Green Voice was allowed to change their party logo from an image of a hand
with a thumbs up gesture, to one of a leaf with the party's name with "Green" being in a far
bigger font size than the rest of the text just a few weeks before the Scottish Parliament
elections held on the 6th of May this year. Independent Green Voice received 7,773 votes
Scotland wide despite no campaigning and no published manifesto for the election. These
votes have likely cost the Scottish Green Party additional MSPs in the Glasgow and South
of Scotland regions where the margins of votes needed for additional members was within
the amount votes given to Independent Green Voice. I accept Independent Green Voice
has been a long established party for 18 years but think the commission failed in allowing
them to change to their logo in a deliberate attempt from the party to confuse and deceive
voters from voting for the well established Scottish Green Party.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough
Date: 10 May 2021 15:03:57

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough

Your complaint
When voting in the recent Scottish Parliament elections, I very nearly placed my list vote
against the 'Independent Green Voice' candidate, when I intended to vote for the Scottish
Green Party. It was only a very careful reading of the ballot that made me avoid this
mistake. The recent change to this party's logo is clearly intended to confuse and deceive
and should not have been permitted, especially since this party was shown higher on the
ballot paper. I suspect many other voters may have been at risk of the same mistake. Given
I find the policies of this party reprehensible, I consider the Electoral Commission to have
failed in its duty to ensure voters have a clear and unambigous choice on the ballot paper.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough
Date: 10 May 2021 14:59:02

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough

Your complaint
I note with concern the logo change for the "Independent Green Voice" candidate on the
Regional List ballot for the recent Scottish Parliamentary elections. I believe that this logo
change was authorised by yourselves in March of this year, and that in authorising it you
have been negligent in your duties to prevent electoral confusion.

Anecdotally, I have heard of a number of people who intended to vote for the Scottish
Green Party and who voted for the first party who they say with a big logo saying
"GREEN". Further to such anecdotes, I have spoken to several people who wanted to
check whether they had voted for the "correct" Green party in these elections.

I understand that the name of this group has previously been raised as a cause for concern
with you. I note, also, the presence of a "Liberal" party on this same ballot, which I believe
to be a similar plot to deceive voters, however my main focus in this complaint is on the
approved logo change for "Independent Green Voice". 

I note that your duties regarding emblems require you to vet whether any given emblem
would "be likely to be confused by voters with a registered emblem of a party which is
already registered", or which "would be likely, were it to appear on a ballot paper issued at
an election--to result in an elector being mislead as to the effect of his vote".

Based on anecdotal evidence, the unusually high vote numbers returned by a group that did
no campaigning online, in person or through the letterbox, I believe that you have not
adequately vetted this logo change and that as such you have failed in your duties to
prevent confusion at the ballot box.



Given the tight margins by which the Scottish Green Party missed out on a regional list
seat in South of Scotland and a second seat in Glasgow, I believe this has had a distorting
effect on the outcome of this most recent parliamentary election. 

This is deeply unfortunate. I hope that action will be taken to ensure that the scope for
confusion is reduced or eliminated in future elections. 



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough
Date: 10 May 2021 14:45:04

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough

Your complaint
You have likely received other messages in relation to this, but I wish to complain that the
Electoral Commission did not adequately assess the risk posed by Independent Green
Voice on regional list ballots at the 6 May Scottish Parliament elections.

The more explicitly green logo, the lack of campaigning from this party, its association
with non-environmentalist individuals who deny the Holocaust and are associated with far-
right reactionary British nationalism all demonstrate that this party and its list candidates
intended to swallow up votes that were intended for the Scottish Green Party.

As a list candidate for the Scottish Green Party and active member, I am dismayed that the
risk posed by this party was not properly understood at the time by the Electoral
Commission. Deceit and electoral trolling has led to two Scottish Green list candidates not
being elected by relatively small margins. 

If you wish to take contact with me, please do so.

Edinburgh



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough
Date: 10 May 2021 14:42:31

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough

Your complaint
Your failure to maintain decent standards in regards to naming of parties/logo's etc,
specifically the Independent Green Voice who attempted (and apparently were quite
successful) in conning people to vote for them instead of the established Scottish Green
Party.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough
Date: 10 May 2021 14:32:27

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough

Your complaint
A far right group was allowed to use a logo in the election making it seem like it was the
Green Party.

The Independent Green Voice changed its logo just before election to emphasise the word
Green and encourages confusion with the existing Scottish Green Party which is a very
different political message



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough
Date: 10 May 2021 13:35:54

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough

Your complaint
Independent green voice. I'm worried I didn't vote for the scottish green party



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough
Date: 10 May 2021 13:28:11

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode
 

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough

Your complaint
The Independent Green Voice candidate in Glasgow holds diametrically opposed views to
the Scottish Green Party but got votes because of name confusion. 
Please ensure pop up parties’ names cannot be confused with other parties. 



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough
Date: 11 May 2021 12:48:57

Submitted on 11 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not deal with something, or did not deal with something quickly enough

Your complaint
The Independent Green Voice party - a front for racists - duped voters in Scotland with
their name and party logo. They should not have been allowed to pose as a copycat, when
in fact they are run by a Holocaust denier. 

This is simply electoral deceit. 



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not follow the correct procedures
Date: 10 May 2021 18:49:33

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not follow the correct procedures

Your complaint
The independent green voice logo was clearly designed to make people think it is for the
Scottish green party. The length of the words "independent" and "voice", in a very small
font, are designed to be assumed to be "Scottish" and "party". The leaf logo is designed to
bring to mind those of other green parties. 

This only confused fewer than 5% of SGP voters, but that was sufficient to prevent two
seats from being won by them. The logo should never have been allowed as it was
transparently designed to result in electors being misled as to the effect of their votes. The
commission has failed to defend democracy from an actual fascist.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not follow the correct procedures
Date: 10 May 2021 18:20:37

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name
 

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not follow the correct procedures

Your complaint
In the recent Scottish Election, Independent Green Voice was allowed to use a logo with
‘green’ in big letters and the other words in small print on the ballot paper. I am concerned
this was a deliberate attempt to conflate themselves with the Scottish Greens to cause voter
confusion and attract enough votes to prevent Scottish Green MSPs to be elected.
I have serious concerns about how the Electoral Commission allowed such blatant
electoral deceit.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not follow the correct procedures
Date: 10 May 2021 14:47:10

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not follow the correct procedures

Your complaint
The Independent Green Voice Party and logo was a clear attempt to cause confusion and
take votes from the Scottish Green Party. The unusual number of votes for a party that did
no campaigning may well have cost the Scottish Green Party an extra seat in Glasgow and
South of Scotland. It could very easily have done similar in North East Scotland and
Central Scotland.

It could be construed, that as a result of this apparent deliberate attempt to con voters by a
right wing party, that Scotland now has a Parliament not fully representative of what the
people voted for. Please explain your decision to allow this to happen. 



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not follow the correct procedures
Date: 10 May 2021 22:46:19

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not follow the correct procedures

Your complaint
I am writing to you in deep frustration with your approval of the name and logo of the
Independent Green Voice (IGV) party. There is significant evidence that voters were
confused and tricked into voting for this party in last week's Scottish parliamentary
elections, when they intended to vote for the Scottish Green Party (SGP). As a result,
several thousand votes went to IGV, robbing the Scottish Green Party of two
Parliamentary seats.

There are a number of reasons that voters were tricked into voting for this party and why
the responsibility lands on your commission, including:
• The Registration of Political Parties Act 1998 outlaws the use of names in elections
designed to cause confusion with already established parties. This clearly was not applied
in this election.
• The logo with the word GREEN capitalised featured prominently in IGV’s logo with a
leaf insignia. This emblem should have been refused on the grounds that it would result in
voters confusing it with the names of other parties, given that the word “Green” is so much
more prominent.
• IGV was higher up on the ballot than the SGP so when voters were in a rush - especially
given the high voter turnout and long queues at polling stations - it is easy to spot the
‘Green’ option and vote for it, only to realise the mistake afterwards.
• The IGV is not a pro-independence party and the use of the word ‘independent’ in the
party’s name was clearly meant to trick voters into thinking they were voting for the
Scottish Green Party, a pro-independence party.

I write to request that this case be reviewed by the Electoral Commission as it has led to
potentially thousands of voters to cast a vote for someone they did not intend to vote for



and it has cost the Scottish Green Party two seats in Holyrood. The IGV did not campaign,
has no social media presence, and has not produced a manifesto since 2007, all making it
unlikely that thousands of people intended to vote for them. IGV obtained 2210 votes in
the Glasgow region and 1690 in the South of Scotland region during the 6 May 2021
election. 

With the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s finding that there are only ten
years in which to enact the policies that will avert catastrophic climate change, this was a
crucial election. It seems that many Scottish people wanted to vote for the party that
prioritises this issue. Instead, their votes have gone to a ‘ghost party.’ This is clear voter
disenfranchisement, and could not have come at a worse historical juncture. 

This case should be reviewed, and steps taken to rectify the situation. I look forward to
hearing a statement from you as soon as is possible.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not meet our standards of service
Date: 11 May 2021 11:45:04

Submitted on 11 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not meet our standards of service

Your complaint
You allowed the Independent Green Voice, weeks from an election to change their logo.
The logo which had GREEN in large front was prominent the on the list voting form,
while the Scottish Green Party were further down the list form. A fringe party with
extreme views were allowed to rebrand themselves with this logo, portraying the party as
something it was not. This created confusion, giving this party, the IGV, thousands of
votes which they hadn’t gotten before which were clearly intended for the Scottish Greens.
This had impact on who was elected to the Scottish parliament on the list vote.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not meet our standards of service
Date: 11 May 2021 00:43:27

Submitted on 11 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not meet our standards of service

Your complaint
In the recent Scottish Parliament Election a party called ‘Independent Green Voice’
committed electoral deceit and this cost the Scottish Green Party two seats. The party is a
far-right fringe group but changed their logo to have the word GREEN be the most
prominent, also appearing higher up in the list than the Scottish Greens. The party did not
do any campaigning yet received a significant number of votes that should have gone to
the Scottish Greens, costing them two seats. This is undemocratic and goes against your
own rules. Please fix it.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not meet our standards of service
Date: 10 May 2021 20:06:01

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not meet our standards of service

Your complaint
My elderly mother wanted to vote "green" in the Scottish parliament elections but
mistakenly cast her vote for "independent green voice".

She only realised after a discussion with me otherwise she wouldn't have known.

I believe the similarity between the two parties names and logos is a deliberate attempt to
mislead voters.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not meet our standards of service
Date: 10 May 2021 19:34:13

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not meet our standards of service

Your complaint
I believe an investigation needs to be taken into the 'independent green voice' party as it
appears to be a fake, existing only to confuse voters from the scottish greens. This party
doesn't have a website, does no campaigning and has no presence. I hope that the name of
this party can be investigated and removed so confusion to voters can be avoided in the
future.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not meet our standards of service
Date: 10 May 2021 19:14:49

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not meet our standards of service

Your complaint
Why did you allow the name "Independent Green Voice" who has a leaf as a logo on the
same ballot paper as Scottish Greens. There is nothing 'green' about IGV and caused
confusion and miss-cast votes. By all means let someone/a party be listed but their name
should be appropriate for their policies and unmistakable to another on the list. IGV is far
too similar in name (let alone their inappropriate logo) to the Scottish Greens and
dangerously misrepresents IGV's policies.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not meet our standards of service
Date: 10 May 2021 18:27:17

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not meet our standards of service

Your complaint
Dear Sirs,

I am wishing to complain about the inclusion of the "Independent Green Voice" party on
the regional lists for Glasgow, South of Scotland and Central Scotland. While the
Independent Green Voice party has been registered for nearly two decades it seems that
this party deliberately set out in this election to act as a spoiler candidate.

Just before the election, the logo of the party was changed from a thumbs-up logo to one of
a leaf with the word 'GREEN' written prominently across the centre. I believe it is
reasonable to believe that this was done deliberately to confuse voters. Also, as the ballot
was in alphabetical order it meant that many voters saw this party first and voted for them
assuming that they were voting for the Scottish Green Party. It should also be noted that
this party did absolutely no campaigning prior to the election and had no online presence,
making their inclusion even more suspicious.

Furthermore it must be noted as to who registered this party. It seems that the party was
registered by Mr Alistair McConnachie. This is a man who was previously a member of
the BNP and was expelled from UKIP for holocaust denial. It should also be noted that the
party's candidate on the South of Scotland list was also the former treasurer of the Scottish
brand of the BNP. Considering Mr McConnachie has been known to be a voracious
supporter of British unionism and British nationalism (which has also at times involved
him wearing a union-jack outfit), I don't think there are any aspects of McConnachie's
political stance that can be described as in line with the political stance of being "green". 

Since the election it has been shown that the Scottish Green Party may well have lost out



on having two more MSPs elected due to the presence of Independent Green Voice and
were very close to losing a third. What is suspicious is that, as mentioned, Independent
Green Voice did no campaigning nor have an online presence yet received over 2,000
votes in Glasgow and over 1,000 in the South and Central, which is far more than many
the totals of many of the other minor parties did who did actively campaign.

I think it is clear that Independent Green Voice's presence on the ballot and recent change
of logo was done to confuse voters and syphon off votes intended for the Scottish Green
Party, which it looks like has indeed cost them seats and could well have also had an
impact on the coverage of the recent Scottish election.

I believe that a proper investigation should take place as a result of this so to make sure it
can be sorted or at least to avoid it happening again.

Many thanks



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not meet our standards of service
Date: 10 May 2021 16:36:46

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not meet our standards of service

Your complaint
Not enough was done to avoid potential confusion between the Scottish Greens and
Independent Green Voice parties. This likely resulted in many accidental votes for the
latter - a party led by an alleged Holocaust-denier, and the loss of two seats for the former.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not meet our standards of service
Date: 10 May 2021 15:57:40

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not meet our standards of service

Your complaint
The Independent Green Voice party is a right-wing front and its name is so close the Green
party that it has probably resulted in votes for the genuine Green party being placed for the
IGV party - which is neithr pri-Independence, nor a Green party. Why was this party name
allowed when it so obviously could lead to confusion for voters?



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not meet our standards of service
Date: 10 May 2021 12:42:56

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not meet our standards of service

Your complaint
I almost voted for the wrong green party,"Independent Green Voice" instead of Scottish
greens, i was almost mislead and caused me confusion when voting



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We did not meet our standards of service
Date: 11 May 2021 11:53:17

Submitted on 11 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We did not meet our standards of service

Your complaint
Independent Green Voice was too easily confused with Scottish Greens during the Scottish
parliamentary election. I don't know how you fix it but it is not an acceptable situation.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We have shown unfairness, discrimination or discourtesy
Date: 10 May 2021 16:39:33

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We have shown unfairness, discrimination or discourtesy

Your complaint
I would like to complain that the Independent Green Voice (IGP) party were allowed to
change their logo shortly before the Scottish Parliament elections on May 6th, to an
emblem that prominently displayed the word "Green". I myself very nearly accidentally
voted for them, intending to vote for the Scottish Greens, and I have read with concern an
article reporting that many ballots were found to have a mark in both boxes, and that the
IGP avoided any form of campaigning. This strongly suggests that the IGP joined the list
ballot with the intention of stealing votes from the Scottish Greens, and indeed that this
may have led to 2 MSPs being erroneously elected. 



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We have shown unfairness, discrimination or discourtesy
Date: 10 May 2021 15:46:03

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We have shown unfairness, discrimination or discourtesy

Your complaint
I would like to complain about the party "Independent Green Voice" being allowed to use
that name and their logo that emphasised the word "Green" on ballot papers in the Scottish
election on Thursday 6th May 2021. This was quite clearly an attempt to confuse and
mislead voters, seeking to prevent them from voting for the more established Scottish
Green Party. Many accounts of voters being confused by this have surfaced since the
election and I believe it is clear that this has had a meaningful impact on the election,
possibly denying seats to the Scottish Green Party. I cannot understand how this party is
allowed to use such a misleading name and logo combination on ballot papers.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We have shown unfairness, discrimination or discourtesy
Date: 10 May 2021 15:17:08

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We have shown unfairness, discrimination or discourtesy

Your complaint
The Electoral Commission allowed Independent Green Voice to change their logo to
prominently have the word "green" in the logo with independent and voice in much
smaller letters. This appears to have caused confusion with voters as some have reported
that they have voted for IGV instead of the Scottish Green Party. 

IGV have not done any active campaigning throughout the election and their votes
received are much higher than other similar fringe parties, they have also done better in
areas where the Scottish Greens did particularly well. I believe it's possible that the
confusion between the two parties may have been great enough to cost the Scottish Green
Party two MSPs, both of whom missed out on a seat by less than 1% in the Glasgow and
South regions. It can be stressful in the polling booth to make sure that you're voting for
the intended party and it should not be possible for voters to be misled when voting. I do
not think that the Scottish Green Party has a monopoly on the use of the word "Green" but
given that the party are often referred to as "The Greens" I believe the Electoral
Commission made a mistake in allowing another party to use the word with such
prominence, a mistake which may have had a very real impact on the result of the election.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We have shown unfairness, discrimination or discourtesy
Date: 10 May 2021 15:15:54

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We have shown unfairness, discrimination or discourtesy

Your complaint
Dear Electoral Commission,

I wish to register a complaint about the role of the party 'Independent Green Voice' in the
Scottish regional election in my area.

The person behind this 'party' has engaged in blatant manipulation of the system by
registering a name and logo designed to confuse voters that might wish to vote for the
Scottish Green Party. Under section 29 of the 2000 Act, you should have taken action to
prevent this abuse. It is highly likely that this failure has resulted in a flawed electoral
process in the regions that this person listed their 'party'. 

I would like to see a full investigation and appropriate action to remedy this situation.

Regards



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We have shown unfairness, discrimination or discourtesy
Date: 10 May 2021 14:42:01

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We have shown unfairness, discrimination or discourtesy

Your complaint
In the Scottish parliamentary election on 6 May 2021, the Independent Green Voice party
was allowed to use a logo with ‘green’ in big letters and the other words in small print on
the list ballot paper. This caused them to easily be confused with the Scottish Greens.
Since the Independent Green Voice also appeared earlier than the Scottish Greens on the
list of options, voters could have easily mistakenly voted for this party. This almost
happened to me personally had it not been for the fact that I checked multiple times to
make sure I was voting for the correct party.

There should be no doubt for voters that they are voting for the party of their choice and I
do not know how the Electoral Commission could allow such blatant electoral deceit. 



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We have shown unfairness, discrimination or discourtesy
Date: 10 May 2021 14:39:07

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We have shown unfairness, discrimination or discourtesy

Your complaint
"Independent green voice" secretly former BNP candidates are using the likeness to that of
the Scottish greens in order to gain votes and lower the chances that the greens (an
ideologically opposing party) have to get seats, see this most namely in Glasgow



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We have shown unfairness, discrimination or discourtesy
Date: 10 May 2021 14:25:28

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We have shown unfairness, discrimination or discourtesy

Your complaint
The "Independent Green Voice" Party used purposefully confusing imagery and text on
their ballot space to try to trick voters who would vote for the normal Green party into
voting for them. Despite them having little to no connection to the Green party or Green
party politics. 

In this election season the Green party lost 2 list seats by less than a 1k votes each, Votes
almost certainly lost to voter confusion caused by the "Independent Green Voice" 's ballot
entry. Their previous records and contemporary irrelevant parties had far less votes than
they managed this year and thus it is clear that they got their votes through confusion
rather than actual party policy. 

I know from my own experience in the voting booth that I was confused by their presence
and similarity to the Green party, however I was already somewhat aware of their
existence as a fake party designed to steal votes away from other parties.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We have shown unfairness, discrimination or discourtesy
Date: 10 May 2021 14:20:45

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We have shown unfairness, discrimination or discourtesy

Your complaint
It is appalling what has been done. The Independent "Green" Voice parties logo being
approved has huge consequences. It has caused confusion among voters and made the The
Scottish Greens lose seats. This incredibly undemocratic and plainly corrupt. 
I hope whoever did this will be out of office. You should ashamed. 



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We have shown unfairness, discrimination or discourtesy
Date: 10 May 2021 13:11:54

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We have shown unfairness, discrimination or discourtesy

Your complaint
The inclusion of the "Independent Green Voice" on the ballot sheet in Scotland, especially
with the word "green" being enlarged on their logo, is blatant electoral deceit and should
not have been allowed. The Scottish Green Party, in Scotland, are known as "The Greens".
This has potentially lost the Greens thousands of votes, and list seats, due to the confusion.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We have shown unfairness, discrimination or discourtesy
Date: 10 May 2021 17:35:08

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode
 

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We have shown unfairness, discrimination or discourtesy

Your complaint
Dear Electoral Commission

The peach regional list ballot paper showed an enlarged print “GREEN” in the logo of the
Independent Green Voice party. I wish to complain that this has potentially misled many
voters, particularly first-time voters, who may not have been familiar with the Scottish
Greens’ logo & mistakenly thought they were voting for them. 

The IGV party have not accrued many votes in past elections so to see them win thousands
of votes in this election makes the matter even more alarming. 

Please confirm what steps you intend taking to rectify what appears to be unfair and
misleading information on the ballot paper. 

I look forward to your reply. 

Yours faithfully 

 



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We made mistakes when carrying out our work
Date: 10 May 2021 22:04:27

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We made mistakes when carrying out our work

Your complaint
I found the Scottish election list ballot paper unclear due to the undue prominence of the
word "Green" in the ballot entry for "Independent Green Voice" creating confusion with
the Scottish Green Party.

As the Scottish Green Party is commonly referred to as the Greens this name is therefore
likely to result in voters confusing it with another party identity mark that is already
registered or protected and the Commission should not have allowed it on this basis



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We made mistakes when carrying out our work
Date: 10 May 2021 18:53:13

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name
 

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We made mistakes when carrying out our work

Your complaint
Blatant deceit in the ballot papers has led to loss of seats for the Scottish Green Party to the
Independent Green Voice. IGV have deliberately deceived voters into believing they are
voting for the Scottish Greens by using branding to confuse them. This must be rectified.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We made mistakes when carrying out our work
Date: 10 May 2021 18:05:47

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We made mistakes when carrying out our work

Your complaint
In the recent Scottish Parliamentary Election held on 7th May 2021 I believe that the
presentation of parties on the list vote (peach paper) was unnecessarily confusing and/or
misleading. Specifically I refer to the Independent Green Voice listing, which I believe
was intended to steer votes away from the Scottish Greens. 

I accept that the former is a long-established party however I believe that the lack of clarity
on the ballot paper undermined the democratic process. I have spoken to people who cast a
vote in error or indeed changed their mind at the polling station because they were
confused and therefore unable to cast their planned vote. 



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We made mistakes when carrying out our work
Date: 10 May 2021 17:51:18

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We made mistakes when carrying out our work

Your complaint
I am writing to submit a formal complaint to the Electoral Commission regarding the
ongoing registration of the party "Independent Green Voice" (IGV), and in particular the
approval, one week before the deadline for nominations, of a new logo prominently
featuring the word "Green". It is now absolutely apparent that this has caused significant
confusion amongst voters, to a degree sufficient to have materially affected the outcome of
the most recent Scottish Parliamentary election.

IGV did not participate in the actual election process in any meaningful way. No one has
been able to find a manifesto for this election, nor are there any reports of materials being
delivered, nothing. And yet, in the regions they stood, they achieved around 0.5% of the
vote, which is a remarkable figure for such a party, exceeding the results of Reform UK
(standing a sitting MSP in the South of Scotland) and UKIP (a long-established party).

There is no way to explain that level of support for IGV, except that a number of voters
who intended to vote for the Scottish Green Party mistakenly cast their vote for IGV. It
will have been particularly easy to do so because of the length of this year's regional
ballots, and due to the prominence of the word "Green" in their newly approved logo.

In the South Scotland region, IGV achieved 1690 votes. The Scottish Green Party were
115 votes short of securing a seat. In the Glasgow Region, IGV achieved 2210 votes. The
Scottish Green Party were 914 votes short of securing a second seat in the region. As a
direct result of the IGV being registered to contest the election and doing so with that
newly approved logo, the Scottish Green Party have lost two seats that it is clearly
apparent they would have won otherwise, had voters not been duped by IGV.



Certainly, the Scottish Green Party do not own the word "Green" any more than the
Conservative and Unionist Party own the word "Unionist", but IGV are demonstrably not a
Green party. Even laying aside that admittedly subjective view, it is objectively confusing
to voters to have allowed a logo where the word Green was given such prominence when
that is the short form name of the Scottish Green Party, and widely recognised as such.

I appreciate nothing can be done to resolve the impact this grievous error of judgement has
had on the election, and that it certainly is not the fault of the duly elected MSPs belonging
to other parties. However, I would hope this episode causes the Electoral Commission to
much more stringently apply the relevant rules regarding avoiding confusion between
established parties.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We made mistakes when carrying out our work
Date: 10 May 2021 16:43:48

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We made mistakes when carrying out our work

Your complaint
The Independent Green Voice on the list vote caused confusion when I was voting, and I
nearly voted for a different party than the one I intended to because of how similar the
name and their new logo were to the Scottish Green Party. The surprising number of total
votes for IGV (especially in light of their lack of campaigning) and reports of voters who
voted for the wrong party by mistake has undermined my confidence in the results of the
election, and I believe an inquiry should be done to ascertain the extent of voters who may
have been misled. At minimum, there should be a reassessment of the criteria used to
approve of parties' names/logos to prevent this confusion in the future.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We made mistakes when carrying out our work
Date: 10 May 2021 16:43:35

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We made mistakes when carrying out our work

Your complaint
The logo of the Independent Green Voice party within Scotland, and Glasgow/South
Scotland region in particular, has led to the Scottish Green Party being (rightfully) denied
2 MSPs due to voter confusion.

Independent Green Voice did no campaigning, leaflet drops or held any online presence
yet managed to draw significantly larger voter numbers than any other minor party on the
ballot paper. This is likely due to the prominent "GREEN" part of their logo. Given the
likelihood of votes being misled by this logo, I wish to understand why their last minute
logo change was allowed / approved, given this had an impact on 2 MSP allocations, and
nearly undermined a third within Central Scotland.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We made mistakes when carrying out our work
Date: 10 May 2021 16:29:10

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We made mistakes when carrying out our work

Your complaint
The logo and size of the word 'green' for the 'Independent Green Voice' party was very
confusing on the list vote in the recent Scottish elections. I think many people may have
been tricked in to voting for the incorrect party here. I am surprised you did not do
anything about this. 

I understand that their name 'Independent Green Voice' is sufficiently different, but their
use of the oversized 'Green' and a logo (leaf) which is typically associated with the Scottish
Green Party (whose values the Independent Green Voice party most certainly do not
share!) has fairly clearly lead to confusion in voters if you look at the election results. 



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We made mistakes when carrying out our work
Date: 10 May 2021 16:18:37

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name
 

Last name
 

Your email

Your postcode
 

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We made mistakes when carrying out our work

Your complaint
An Independent Green Voice, is a party whose candidates could perhaps best be described
as far right of centre. The way that they were allowed to present themselves on the list
ballot paper for last week's Scottish elections caused confusion for many voters. The result
was that a number of people very probably voted for a party they did not intend to. To
allow such confusion to occur fails our democracy and sets a dangerous precedent for the
future.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We made mistakes when carrying out our work
Date: 10 May 2021 15:06:42

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We made mistakes when carrying out our work

Your complaint
you allowed a political party in the Scottish parliamentary election to call itself
'Independent Green Voice' the name and their logo was misleading and I feel that this
caused confusion and this party picked up thousands of votes that they shouldn’t have got
by associating themselves, by name, with 'The Scottish Green Party'. This name should not
have been allowed. The perpetrated a deception on the voters and you allowed it by
sanctioning their name. This party were given thousands of votes which deprived the
Scottish Green Party of seats. This deception is an outrage caused by the commission by
allowing a party to be called 'Independent Green Voice'



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We made mistakes when carrying out our work
Date: 10 May 2021 14:50:38

Submitted on 10 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We made mistakes when carrying out our work

Your complaint
I am emailing regarding one party's logo who I think intentionally was confusing to voters,
that being the "Independent Green Voice" who stood on some regional list ballots in
Scotland. I believe that their name, but more importantly their logo, confused voters.

At the election count, I saw many ballots through sampling & spoilt ballots that had this
party marked, and then rubbed or scored out & put beside the Scottish Green Party, as they
were intending to vote for them. There has been many people online who have said they,
or someone they know, accidentally voted for them due to the confusion. 

The main confusion arises from their logo which has a large font saying "Green", and
coming first before the Scottish Greens, would be first Green to be saw on the ballot. 

Despite being a party that did no campaigning, nor freepost, or any election coverage, they
bet fringe parties who were getting much coverage here in Glasgow. 

This coupled with the sampling & spoilt ballots I saw, as well as people admitting it
confused them when voting, leads me to believe the name & logo were highly inapproiate
to allow on the ballot, as it was the party's intention to confuse Green voters of whom they
disagree with inherently, and thus, succeed in confusing enough voters to make the Greens
miss out narrowly on two regional seats (one in Glasgow, one in the South region).

I truly hope that the Electoral Commission accept this glaring mistake, and work to make
sure that this can never happen again, as it is a disgraceful attempt to intentionally mislead
voters that unfortunately succeeded in 2 cases.



From: noreply@electoralcommission.org.uk on behalf of 
To: Complaints
Subject: We made mistakes when carrying out our work
Date: 11 May 2021 09:57:09

Submitted on 11 May 2021

Submitted values are:

First name

Last name

Your email

Your postcode

Your region/country
Scotland

What is your complaint about?
We made mistakes when carrying out our work

Your complaint
An "Independent Green Voice" party ran on the Regional Lists and I believe that either
their name or logo was misleading to voters intending to vote for the Scottish Green Party.
The IGV are an unknown entity with next to no advertising or campaigning at all, and
secured thousands of votes.

I found out about the the night before the vote, and warned my brother on the way to the
polls, who admitted afterwards he almost marked them and not SGP. There are multiple
accounts surfacing online, and from ballot counters of markings showing people may have
begun to mark IGV before correctly marking the SGP.




